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Abstract
We obtain sharp mixed norm Strichartz estimates associated to mixed homogeneous surfaces
in R3. Both cases with and without a damping factor are considered. In the case when a damping
factor is considered our results yield a wide generalization of a result of Carbery, Kenig, and
Ziesler [4]. The approach we use is to first classify all possible singularities locally, after which
one can tackle the problem by appropriately modifying the methods from the paper of Ginibre
and Velo [11], and by using the recently developed methods by Ikromov and Müller [15].
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1 Introduction
Let us fix a pair α “ pα1, α2q P p0,8q2, denote |α| :“ α1`α2, and introduce its associated α-mixed
homogeneous dilations in R2 by
δrpx1, x2q “ prα1x1, rα2x2q, r ą 0.
The main goal of this article is to study Strichartz estimates for a fixed mixed homogeneous surface
S, i.e., a surface given as the graph of a fixed smooth function φ : R2zt0u Ñ R which is α-mixed
homogeneous of degree ρ:
φ ˝ δrpx1, x2q “ rρφpx1, x2q, r ą 0. (1.1)
We may and shall assume without loss of generality that ρ P t´1, 0, 1u. Both α and ρ shall be fixed
throughout the article. Note that when ρ “ ´1 the function φ has a singularity at the origin.
As is well known, Strichartz estimates are directly related to Fourier restriction estimates and
we shall be in particular interested in the mixed norm estimate
} pf}L2pdµq ď C}f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, f P SpR3q, (1.2)
where µ is the surface measure
xµ, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx1, x2, φpx1, x2qqWpx1, x2q dx (1.3)
and p “ pp1, p3q P p1, 2q2. The weight W ě 0 is added in order to insure that the measure has a
scaling invariance which will enable us to reduce global estimates to local ones by a Littlewood-Paley
argument. We take W to be α-mixed homogeneous of degree 2ϑ and consider two particular cases.
The function W will be either equal to
|x|2ϑα “ p|x1|1{α1 ` |x2|1{α2q2ϑ, (1.4)
or equal to the Hessian determinant of φ (denoted by Hφ) raised to the power | ¨ |σ, σ P r0, 1{2q, i.e.,
|Hφpxq|σ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ det
„ B2x1φ Bx1Bx2φ
Bx1Bx2φ B2x2φ
 ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ
. (1.5)
One can easily show that the Hessian determinant of φ is α-mixed homogeneous of degree 2pρ´|α|q,
and so in the case whenW equals (1.5) the relation between ϑ and σ is ϑ “ σpρ´|α|q. We shall later
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determine ϑ in Subsection 2.1 (and in particular in Proposition 2.1) so that the Fourier restriction
estimate for µ is invariant under scaling. This choice depends in general on p “ pp1, p3q.
Oscillatory integrals, Fourier restriction estimates, and other problems related to homogeneous
and mixed homogeneous surfaces have already been previously studied and a sample of such works
are [7], [23], [13], [14], [16], [9], [10], [4].
The case of general Lp´L2 Fourier restriction in R3 with respect to the Euclidean measure was
recently solved in [15] by Ikromov and Müller for a wide class of smooth surfaces in R3, including all
the analytic ones. Mixed norm estimates were shown in [22] for surfaces given as graphs of functions
φ in adapted coordinates and also for analytic functions φ satisfying hlinpφq ă 2.
In [4] Carbery, Kenig, and Ziesler considered the case with the weight (1.5) for “isotropically”
homogeneous (i.e., when α1 “ α2) polynomials φ. Since the weight (1.5) has roots at the degenerate
points, the estimate (1.2) holds for a wider range of exponents compared to the case when the weight
(1.4) is used. The use of this so called mitigating or damping factor goes back to Sjölin [24] (see
also [6], [8], [18]). When one uses the above damping factor (1.5) one can even obtain estimates
for certain classes of flat surfaces [5], [1], [3]. On the other hand, weak type estimates have been
obtained by Oberlin in the Tomas-Stein range in [21] for a wide class of surfaces having a bounded
generic multiplicity (see also [20]). Let us also mention a recent result by Gressman [12] where he
obtained decay estimates for damping oscillatory integrals for a certain class of singularities.
In this article we shall first classify the possible local singularities for mixed homogeneous surfaces
(see Proposition 1.4 below) and then either apply the Fourier restriction estimates obtained in [15]
and [22], or use the techniques from these articles, and also from the article [11] (see also [17]),
to obtain sharp estimates. In particular, we obtain a wide generalization of the Fourier restriction
estimate in [4] with methods which are more elementary, and in particular avoiding any use of
results from algebraic topology or algebraic geometry.
In order to state the main results of this paper (namely, Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2, Proposition
1.4, and Corollary 1.5) we first recall certain concepts and introduce a few conditions. Recall that
we call a smooth function ϕ : Ω Ď Rn Ñ R a function of finite type at P P Ω if there exists a
multiindex τ such that BτϕpP q ‰ 0. We shall consider the following two conditions on φ:
(H1) At any given point px1, x2q ‰ p0, 0q where the Hessian determinant of φ vanishes at least one
of the mappings t ÞÑ B21φpt, x2q or t ÞÑ B22φpx1, tq is of finite type at t “ x1 (resp. t “ x2).
(H2) The Hessian determinant Hφ is not flat at any point x ‰ 0.
It actually suffices to check the conditions only at points px1, x2q in say a unit circle, by homogeneity.
Furthermore, we remark that the condition (H2) is stronger than the condition (H1) (this follows
from the calculations in Subsection 3.2 below).
Let us now introduce a further condition and two new quantities. For a point v P R2zt0u let us
define the function
φvpxq :“ φpx` vq ´ φpvq ´ x ¨∇φpvq.
Then we shall often consider whether the following condition is satisfied at v:
(LA) There is a linear coordinate change which is adapted to φv at the origin.
Compare with the negation of this condition in [15, Section 1.2].
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Let us furthermore denote the linear height of φv by hlinpφ, vq and its Newton height by hpφ, vq.
Both linear height and Newton height are defined in the usual manner (see [15], [22]). We define
the global linear height hlinpφq and the global Newton height hpφq by the respective expressions
hlinpφq “ sup
vPS1
hlinpφ, vq, hpφq “ sup
vPS1
hpφ, vq. (1.6)
It will be clear from Section 3 that hlinpφ, vq and hpφ, vq do not change along the homogeneity curve
through v defined as the curve
r ÞÑ prα1v1, rα2v2q, r ą 0,
and therefore in the above definitions of global linear height and global Newton height one could
have taken the supremum over the set R2zt0u too.
Theorem 1.1. Let φ be mixed homogeneous satisfying condition (H2). Let µ be the measure defined
as in (1.3) with Wpxq “ |Hφpxq|σ for some fixed σ ě 0. If σ P r0, 13 s, then the Fourier restriction
estimate (1.2) holds true for ´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
´ σ, σ
¯
.
If (LA) is satisfied at all points v ‰ 0, then the estimate holds true even if σ P r0, 12q. In particular,
if α1 “ α2, then (LA) is satisfied at all points v ‰ 0 and the estimate holds true for any σ P r0, 12q.
Several comments are in order. Firstly, precise conditions for when the (LA) condition is satisfied
at v ‰ 0 can be checked by using the normal form tables in Section 3 (note that in the Proposition 1.4
below, where the normal forms are listed, only the Normal form (vi) is not in adapted coordinates).
That one is restricted to 0 ď σ ď 1{3 in the case when (LA) is not satisfied is a consequence of a
Knapp-type example, as we shall show in Subsubsection 4.6.1.
Secondly, in the case when ρ “ 1 “ |α|, one can extend the above estimate to the range where
1
p11
` 1
p13
“ 1
2
,
1
p13
ď σ.
The reason for this is that ρ “ 1 “ |α| implies that the weightW (and the Hessian determinant) are
α-mixed homogeneous of degree 0, and hence bounded on R2, and so the estimate for pp1, p3q “ p2, 1q
follows trivially by Plancherel.
Finally, let us mention that the most interesting part of the proof of the above theorem is the
proof of Fourier restriction for the Normal form (v) from Proposition 1.4, which is to be found
in Subsection 4.5. There we need to estimate the Fourier transform of a certain measure, and
for this we perform a natural decomposition of this measure. What is remarkable is that at the
critical frequencies only Op1q decomposition pieces contribute to the size of the Fourier transform.
Interestingly, the same thing already happens in the much easier case of Normal form (iv).
In the case of the other weight (which has no roots away from the origin) we have:
Theorem 1.2. Let φ be mixed homogeneous satisfying condition (H1). Let µ be the measure defined
as in (1.3) with Wpxq “ |x|2ϑα . If the exponents pp1, p3q P p1, 2q2 and ϑ P R satisfy
1
p11
` hlinpφq
p13
ď 1
2
,
1
p13
ď 1
2hpφq , ϑ “
|α|
p11
` ρ
p13
´ |α|
2
,
then the Fourier restriction estimate (1.2) holds true.
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We remark that the quantity ϑ in the above theorem is allowed to be negative.
As a special case of Theorem 1.1 we obtain:
Corollary 1.3. Let φ be any mixed homogeneous polynomial in R2 and let µ be the measure defined
as in (1.3) with Wpxq “ |Hφpxq|1{4. Then the Fourier restriction estimate (1.2) holds true for
p11 “ p13 “ 4.
In the case of the above corollary we note that the Hessian determinant can either vanish
identically, or it does not vanish of infinite order anywhere, since it is necessarily a nonzero mixed
homogeneous polynomial. But the case when the Hessian determinant vanishes identically is trivial,
so we are indeed within the scope of Theorem 1.1.
When one considers “isotropically” homogeneous polynomials (i.e., when α1 “ α2) Corollary
1.3 recovers the main result of [4]. The strategy of proof in [4] was to first perform certain de-
compositions of the surface measure in order to get appropriate control over the size of ∇φ and
the Hessian determinant Hφ, after which one applies an L4 argument, as the L4{3pR3q Ñ L2pdµq
Fourier restriction estimate is equivalent to the L2pdµq Ñ L4pR3q extension estimate.
Our proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are based on the following intermediary result:
Proposition 1.4. Let v P R2zt0u, let φ be as above α-mixed homogeneous of degree ρ, and let us
assume that it satisfies condition (H1) and that it is degenerate at v (i.e., the Hessian determinant
vanishes at v). Then after a linear transformation of coordinates the function φvpxq :“ φpx` vq ´
φpvq´x ¨∇φpvq and its Hessian determinant Hφv assume precisely one of the following local normal
forms at the origin:
(i) φvpxq “ xk2rpxq ` ϕpxq, k ě 2, ϕ is flat,
Hφvpxq “ xk˜`2k´22 qpxq, k˜ ě 0, or Hφv is flat,
and in case when Hφv is not flat, then ϕ vanishes identically,
(ii) φvpxq “ x21r1px1q ` xk2r2pxq, k ě 3,
Hφvpxq “ xk´22 qpxq,
(iii) φvpxq “ x21r1pxq ` xk2r2pxq, k ě 3,
Bj2r1p0q “ cpφ, vq j Bj´12 r1p0q, j “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, for some constant cpφ, vq ‰ 0,
Hφvpxq “ xk´22 qpxq,
(iv) φvpxq “ x21r1px1q ` px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqkr2pxq, k ě 3,
Hφvpxq “ px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqk´2qpxq,
(v) φvpxq “ x21r1pxq ` px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqkr2pxq, k ě 3,
Bj2r1p0q “ cpφ, vq j Bj´12 r1p0q, j “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, for some constant cpφ, vq ‰ 0,
Hφvpxq “ px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqk´2qpxq,
(vi) φvpxq “ px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqkrpxq, k ě 2,
Hφvpxq “ px2 ´ x21ψpx1qq2k´3qpxq.
In all the above cases the appearing functions are smooth and do not vanish at the origin, i.e.,
rp0q, r1p0q, r2p0q, qp0q, ψp0q ‰ 0 (except for the function ϕ which is flat), and the root of the function
x ÞÑ x2 ´ x21ψpx1q corresponds to the homogeneity curve through v. If condition (H2) is satisfied,
then the function ϕ in case (i) always vanishes identically and the Hessian determinant is never
flat. Finally, if α1 “ α2, then only Normal forms (i) and (ii) can appear.
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In cases (i) and (ii) one has further subcases (see Subsection 3.1) of technical nature, so we
left them out in the above proposition. We also note that only in case (vi) the function φv is not
in adapted coordinates (and the adapted coordinates can be achieved only through the nonlinear
transformation px1, x2q ÞÑ px1, x2 ` x21ψpx1qq), but it is linearly adapted.
The idea to apply Fourier restriction estimates to obtain a priori estimate for PDEs goes back
to Strichartz [26]. In our case one can apply the above results to obtain Strichartz estimates for the
nonhomogeneous initial problem#
pBt ´ iφpDqqupx, tq “ F px, tq, px, tq P R2 ˆ p0,8q,
upx, 0q “ Gpxq, x P R2,
where F P SpR3q, G P SpR2q. Namely, by an application of the Christ-Kiselev lemma [2] one gets
the following result:
Corollary 1.5. Let φ, W, and pp1, p3q P p1, 2q2 be either as in Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 1.2, and
let us furthermore assume that ρ P t0, 1u. Then for the above nonhomogeneous PDE one has the a
priori estimate
}u}
L
p13
t pL
p11
px1,x2qq
ď C1}W´1{2F G}L2pR2q ` C2}F -1px1,x2qpW´1F px1,x2q F q}Lp3t pLp1px1,x2qq,
where F px1,x2q is the partial Fourier transformation in the x “ px1, x2q direction.
In the case when W is the function | ¨ |2ϑα the norms on the right hand side are a type of homo-
geneous anisotropic Sobolev norms [27, Chapter 5] (in particular, note that }W´1{2F G}L2pR2q “
}F -1W´1{2F G}L2pR2q).
Since the procedure of how to obtain the corresponding Strichartz estimate from a Fourier
restriction estimate is mostly standard we have deferred the sketch of the proof of Corollary 1.5 to
Appendix A.
The article is structured in the following way. In Section 2 we first perform some elementary
reductions. Since the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are essentially based on Proposition
1.4, we first prove this proposition (and even obtain slightly more precise results) in Section 3.
Subsequently we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the respective Sections 4 and 5. In the appendix
we then give a sketch of the proof of Corollary 1.5.
In this paper we use the symbols „,À,Á,!," with the following meaning. If two nonnegative
quantities A and B are given, then by A ! B we mean that there exists a sufficiently small positive
constant c such that A ď cB, and by A À B we mean that there exists a (possibly large) positive
constant C such that A ď CB. The relation A „ B means that there exist positive constants
C1 ď C2 such that C1A ď B ď C2A is satisfied. Relations A " B and A Á B are defined
analogously. Sometimes the implicit constants c, C, C1, and C2 depend on certain parameters p,
and in order to emphasize this dependence we shall write for example Àp, „p, and so on.
We also use the symbols χ0, χ1, r, and q generically in the following way. We require χ0 to be
supported in a neighbourhood of the origin and identically equal to 1 near the origin. On the other
hand, we require χ1 to be supported away from the origin and identically equal to 1 on an open
neighbourhood of ˘1 P R. Sometimes, when several χ0 or χ1 appear within the same formula, they
may designate different functions. The functions r and q (also used with subscripts and tildes) shall
be used generically as smooth functions which are nonvanishing at the origin. Occasionally they
can also be flat at the origin, in which case we state this explicitly.
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2 Preliminary reductions
2.1 Rescaling and reduction to local estimates
As mentioned, the measure we consider is
xµ, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx1, x2, φpx1, x2qqWpx1, x2q dx,
where W is nonnegative, continuous on R2zt0u, and α-mixed homogeneous of degree 2ϑ. In this
subsection we determine the degree of homogeneity 2ϑ so that the global Fourier restriction estimate
(1.2) becomes equivalent to the local one. By this we mean the following. Let us take a partition
of unity pηjqjPZ in R2zt0u: ÿ
jPZ
ηjpxq “ 1, x ‰ 0, (2.1)
such that ηj “ η ˝ δ2´j for some η “ η0 P C8c pR2q supported away from the origin. Let us consider
the measures
xµj , fy :“
ż
R2
fpx, φpxqq ηjpxqWpxq dx, (2.2)
which now satisfy µ “ řjPZ µj , and let us furthermore assume that we have the local estimate for
some j0 P Z:
} pf}L2pdµj0 q ď C}f}Lp ,
where Lp “ Lp3x3pLp1px1,x2qq. We want to determine the degree of homogeneity ofW so that the Fourier
restriction estimate is invariant under the dilations δr, i.e., that we have
} pf}L2pdµjq ď C}f}Lp (2.3)
for all j P Z whenever the estimate is true for some j0 P Z. In this case, and if pp1, p3q P p1, 2s2, a
standard Littlewood-Paley argument will then yield
} pf}L2pdµq ď C}f}Lp .
To summarize, we have:
Proposition 2.1. LetW be α-mixed homogeneous of degree 2ϑ, not identically zero, and continuous
on R2zt0u, let µ be defined as in (1.3), and let p1, p3 P p1, 2s. Then the Fourier restriction estimate
(1.2) for µ is equivalent to the Fourier restriction estimate (2.3) for the measure µj for any j P Z
(as defined in (2.2)) if and only if
ϑ “ |α|
p11
` ρ
p13
´ |α|
2
(2.4)
is satisfied.
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Proof. Let us first determine what 2ϑ, the degree of homogeneity of W, needs to be in order that
(2.3) holds true for all j P Z whenever the it holds true for some j0 P Z. Recall that |δrx|α “ r|x|α.
Inspecting the definition (2.2) of µj one gets:
xµj , fy “ 2j|α|`2jϑxµ0,Dilp2´jα1 ,2´jα2 ,2´jρq fy,
where pDilpλ1,λ2,λ3q fqpx1, x2, x3q “ fpλ´11 x1, λ´12 x2, λ´13 x3q. The above relation can be interpreted
as
µj “ 22jϑ´jρ Dilp2jα1 ,2jα2 ,2jρq µ0.
Let us assume that we have for some j P Z the estimate
xµj , | pf |2y “ } pf}2L2pdµjq ď C2}f}2Lp .
Since the Fourier transform behaves well with respect to dilations Dilpλ1,λ2,λ3q, we may rescale the
above estimate and get
} pf}L2pdµ0q ď C2´j|α|{2´jϑ`jpα1{p11`α2{p11`ρ{p13q}f}Lp .
From this one sees that we need precisely (2.4) in order for the constant in (2.3) to be independent
of j. If (2.4) does not hold, then the constant blows up in one of the cases j Ñ 8 or j Ñ ´8,
and in particular, the Fourier restriction estimate (1.2) for µ cannot hold (here we use that the
restriction operators for µ and µj ’s are nonzero since W is not identically zero).
Let us now assume that we indeed have (2.4). It is obvious that the Fourier restriction estimate
for µ implies the Fourier restriction estimate for µj for any j. Let us therefore assume that the
estimate (2.3) holds true for any j P Z, and thus for all j P Z.
Before proceeding further let us denote by pη˜jqjPZ a family of C8c pR2zt0uq functions such that
η˜j “ η˜0 ˝ δ2´j for all j P Z,
and such that η˜j is equal to 1 on the support of ηj . One can for example take η˜j “ ř|k´j|ďN ηk for
some sufficiently large N . Let us furthermore denote by Sj the Fourier multiplier operator in R3
with multiplier pη˜j b 1qpξ1, ξ2, ξ3q “ η˜jpξ1, ξ2q.
Now (2.3) implies
}ySjf}L2pdµjq “ } pf}L2pdµjq ď C}Sjf}Lp .
Therefore
} pf}2L2pdµq “ xµ, | pf |2y “ ÿ
jPZ
A
µj , | pf |2E “ ÿ
jPZ
A
µj , |ySjf |2E
ď C2
ÿ
jPZ
}Sjf}2Lp “ C2
›››}Sjf}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq
›››2
l2j
,
where l2j denotes the norm of the Hilbert space of l
2 sequences on Z. Since both p1 ď 2 and p3 ď 2
we may use Minkowski’s inequality to interchange the l2j norm with the L
p norm, and subsequently
apply Littlewood-Paley theory in the px1, x2q variable (in particular, we do not need to use mixed
norm Littlewood-Paley theory) to get›››}Sjf}Lp›››2
l2j
ď
›››}Sjf}l2j ›››2Lp “ ›››´ÿ
jPZ
|Sjf |2
¯1{2›››2
Lp
„ }f}Lp .
This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
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Remark 2.2 (Scaling in the case of Hessian determinant). Using the homogeneity condition of φ
one easily obtains that the Hessian determinant is also α-mixed homogeneous of degree 2ρ ´ 2|α|.
Thus, when we take W “ |Hφ|σ, W is homogeneous of degree 2ϑ “ 2σpρ ´ |α|q. Recall that in
this case (i.e., as in the assumptions of Theorem 1.1) we assume that 1{p11 “ 1{2 ´ σ, 1{p13 “ σ,
and so by (2.4) the equality 2ϑ “ 2σpρ´ |α|q is indeed satisfied, i.e., the right relation between the
exponents if one wants scaling invariance.
Remark 2.3 (A general sufficient condition for local integrability of W). Since W is mixed ho-
mogeneous of degree 2ϑ, W|x|´2ϑα is mixed homogeneous of degree 0, and in particular a bounded
function. Thus |W| À |x|2ϑα , and so it is sufficient to check when |x|2ϑα is locally integrable in R2.
By symmetry it is sufficient to integrate over tpx1, x2q : x1, x2 ą 0u. We haveż
x1,x2ą0,|x|À1
|x|2ϑα dx “
ż
x1,x2ą0,|x|À1
px1{α11 ` x1{α22 q2ϑdx
„
ż
y1,y2ą0,|y|À1
py21 ` y22q2ϑy2α1´11 y2α2´12 dy
„
ż
0ărÀ1
ż pi{2
0
r4ϑ`2|α|´1pcos θq2α1´1psin θq2α2´1dθdr
Therefore, we must have 4ϑ` 2|α| ´ 1 ą ´1, i.e.,
2ϑ` |α| ą 0.
Note that this holds if ρ ě 0, p1 ą 1, and ϑ is given by (2.4).
Remark 2.4. When φ is smooth at the origin and a nonconstant function, then ρ “ 1, and the
necessary condition obtained by a Knapp-type example associated to the principle face of N pφq in
the initial coordinate system (see [22, Proposition 2.1]) tells us that
|α|
p11
` 1
p13
ď |α|
2
is necessary for (1.2) if W ” 1 (i.e., ϑ “ 0). On the other hand, if we denote lα “ tpt1, t3q P R2 :
|α|t1 ` t3 “ |α|{2u, then the expression (2.4) for ϑ implies that
|ϑ| “a1` |α|2 dist´p1{p11, 1{p13q, lα¯.
2.2 Some further reductions
According to Proposition 2.1, under the conditions of Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 1.2, we have to
prove the Fourier restriction estimate for a measure defined by the mapping
f ÞÑ
ż
R2
fpx, φpxqq ηpxqWpxqdx,
where η P C8c pR2zt0uq is supported in a compact annulus centered at the origin. Note that in the
case of the weightW “ |Hφ|σ (the case of Theorem 1.1) the degree of homogeneity 2ϑ “ 2σpρ´|α|q
satisfies the relation (2.4) by Remark 2.2.
Reductions for the amplitude η. One can easily show that in the context of the Fourier
restriction problem we may make the following reductions. First, by reordering coordinates and/or
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changing their sign, and by splitting the amplitude η into functions with smaller support, we may
restrict ourselves to amplitudes η with support contained in the half-plane tpx1, x2q P R2 : x1 Á 1u.
Then, by compactness, we may localize to small neighbourhoods of points v ‰ 0 having v1 Á 1.
Thus, one may assume that the support of η is contained in a small neighbourhood of some generic
point v satisfying v1 „ 1 and |v| À 1. In fact, compactness and changing signs if necessary implies
that we may further assume that either v2 “ 0 or v2 „ 1.
Changing the affine terms of the phase. By the previous discussion it suffices to consider
the measure
f ÞÑ
ż
R2
fpx, φpxqq ηvpxqWpxqdx, (2.5)
where ηv is a smooth function supported in a small neighbourhood of a point v ‰ 0. We now
recall the fact that we can freely add or remove linear and constant terms in the expression for
φ in the context of the Fourier restriction problem. For the constant term this is obvious. For
the linear terms this can be achieved by using a linear transformation of the form px1, x2, x3q ÞÑ
px1, x2, b1x1 ` b2x2 ` x3q (for more details see [22, Subsection 3.1]). In particular, instead of
considering the measure (2.5), we may consider the measure
f ÞÑ
ż
R2
fpx, φvpx´ vqq ηvpxqWpxqdx,
where we recall that
φvpxq :“ φpx` vq ´ φpvq ´ x ¨∇φpvq.
The strategy for the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 should now be clear. The above
discussion reduces the problem to proving a local Fourier restriction estimate in the vincinity of a
point v, and so one needs to determine the local normal form of φ at v, and in the case Wpxq “
|Hφpxq|σ one needs to additionally determine the order of vanishing of the Hessian determinant at
v in the x2 direction (after which the normal form of W will be clear by homogeneity).
3 Local normal forms
In this section we derive the local normal forms for φ and for the Hessian determinant Hφ at a fixed
point v ‰ 0 (as a consequence we prove Proposition 1.4). The discussion in Subsection 2.2 implies
that we may assume that v1 „ 1, and either v2 “ 0 or v2 „ 1.
The structure of this section is as follows. In Subsection 3.1 we fix the notation for this section,
introduce relevant quantities, and define the coordinate systems y, z, and w (the coordinate systems
z and w will not be described precisely until Subsection 3.5 though). In Subsections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4
tables with normal forms of φv are given. It turns out that in most cases y coordinates suffice and
when we use them one obtains the normal forms easily. We deal with the case when y coordinates
do not suffice in Subsection 3.5. In Subsection 3.6 we sketch how to calculate what is the order of
vanishing of the Hessian determinant for the respective normal forms.
We assume that the (H1) condition is satisfied throughout this section. In fact, in Subsection
3.2 we shall explicitly determine the local normal form of φ when t ÞÑ B22φpv1, tq is flat at v2. In
this case it turns out that the Hessian determinant either does not vanish at v, or that it is flat at
v. In all the other subsections we shall assume that t ÞÑ B22φpv1, tq is of finite type at v2.
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3.1 Notation and some general considerations
Let us begin by introducing the notation. It will be useful to denote
γ :“ α2
α1
ą 0,
and for the point v “ pv1, v2q (recall v1 „ 1) we define
t0 :“ v2v´γ1 .
Let us denote the B2 derivatives of φ at p1, t0q by
bj :“ Bj2φp1, t0q “ gpjqpt0q, j P N0,
where
gptq :“ φp1, tq.
We furthermore denote
k :“ inftj ě 2 : bj ‰ 0u, (3.1)
where we take k “ 8 if bj “ 0 for all j ě 2. The equality k “ 8 is equivalent to gp2q being flat at
0. What precisely happens when gp2q is flat shall be explained in Subsection 3.2, and in the rest of
the section (including this subsection) we assume that k ă 8, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
General form of mixed homogeneous φ. Recall that we denote by ρ P t´1, 0, 1u the degree
of homogeneity of φ. Then we have for any x satisfying x1 ą 0:
φpx1, x2q “ xρ{α11 φp1, x2 x´γ1 q. (3.2)
Let us consider the Taylor expansion of t ÞÑ φp1, tq at t0:
gptq “ φp1, tq “ b0 ` pt´ t0qb1 ` 1
k!
pt´ t0qkgkptq,
where gk is a smooth function such that bk “ gkp0q. Thus, we get
φpxq “ xρ{α11
˜
b0 ` px2 x´γ1 ´ t0qb1 `
1
k!
px2 x´γ1 ´ t0qkgkpx2 x´γ1 q
¸
“ xρ{α11 pb0 ´ t0b1q ` x2 xpρ´α2q{α11 b1 `
1
k!
x
pρ´kα2q{α1
1 px2 ´ t0xγ1qkgkpx2 x´γ1 q. (3.3)
More generally, we have the formal series expansion:
φpxq «
8ÿ
j“0
bj
j!
px2 ´ t0xγ1qj xρ{α1´jγ1
“ b0xρ{α11 ` b1px2 ´ t0xγ1qxρ{α1´γ1 `
8ÿ
j“k
bj
j!
px2 ´ t0xγ1qj xρ{α1´jγ1 .
(3.4)
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If γ “ 1 (i.e., α1 “ α2) it will be usually better to write
φpxq “ xρ{α11 b0 ` px2 ´ t0x1qxρ{α1´11 b1 `
1
k!
px2 ´ t0x1qk xρ{α1´k1 gkpx2 x´11 q. (3.5)
Since v1 „ 1, we may assume
|x1{α11 ´ v1{α11 | ! 1, |x2 x´γ1 ´ v2 v´γ1 | ! 1.
The second condition is equivalent to |x2 ´ t0xγ1 | ! 1. Note that the points on the homogeneity
curve through v satisfy the equation x2 “ t0xγ1 .
In order to determine the normal forms it will suffice to introduce three additional coordinate
systems, which we shall denote by y, z, and w respectively, each having the point v as their origin.
The original coordinate system is denoted by x. The function φ in the coordinate system y (resp.
z, w) shall be denoted by φy (resp. φz, φw). For the original coordinate system x we simply use φ,
or φx for emphasis.
The function φ in the coordinate system y (resp. z, w) but without the affine terms at v shall
be denoted by φyv (resp. φzv, φwv ). This means
φyvpyq :“ φypyq ´ φyp0q ´ y ¨∇φyp0q,
and similarly for φzv and φwv .
The coordinate system y. It is defined through the following affine coordinate change having
v “ pv1, v2q as the origin:
y1 “ x1 ´ v1,
y2 “ x2 ´ v2 ´ γv2v´11 px1 ´ v1q
“ x2 ´ p1´ γqv2 ´ γv2v´11 x1.
The reverse transformation is
x1 “ y1 ` v1,
x2 “ y2 ` v2 ` γv2v´11 y1.
(3.6)
One can easily check that in these coordinates we can write
x2 ´ t0xγ1 “ y2 ` v2 ` γv2v´11 y1 ´ v2p1` v´11 y1qγ
“ y2 ` v2 ` γv2v´11 y1 ´ v2
´
1` γv´11 y1 `
ˆ
γ
2
˙
v´21 y
2
1 `Opy31q
¯
“ y2 ´ y21ωpy1q,
i.e., the points on the homogeneity curve through v satisfy the equation y2 “ y21ωpy1q in y coordi-
nates. Above (and in the following) we use the notation
`
c
m
˘ “ cpc ´ 1q ¨ . . . ¨ pc ´m ` 1q{m! for
c P R and m nonnegative integer. Furthermore, we obviously have:
Remark 3.1. It holds that ωp0q ‰ 0 if and only if ω is not identically 0 if and only if v2 ‰ 0 (i.e.,
t0 ‰ 0) and γ ‰ 1.
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The coordinate system y will be used in most of the normal forms below which shall follow
directly from the expression
φypyq “ pv1 ` y1qρ{α1pb0 ´ t0b1q ` pv2 ` y2 ` γv2v´11 y1q pv1 ` y1qpρ´α2q{α1b1 (3.7)
` py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqkrpyq
which one obtains from (3.3) and (3.6). When γ “ 1 one uses (3.5) instead and gets
φypyq “ pv1 ` y1qρ{α1b0 ` y2pv1 ` y1qρ{α1´1b1 ` yk2rpyq. (3.8)
In both (3.7) and (3.8) the function r is smooth and nonvanishing at the origin. Let us also note
that the expansion (3.4) can be rewritten in y coordinates as
φypyq « b0pv1 ` y1qρ{α1 ` b1py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqpv1 ` y1qρ{α1´γ
`
8ÿ
j“k
bj
j!
py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqj pv1 ` y1qρ{α1´jγ .
(3.9)
The following simple lemma shall be useful later:
Lemma 3.2. From equations (3.7) and (3.8) we get the following information on the second order
derivatives of φy:
(1) It always holds:
k “ 2 ðñ b2 ‰ 0 ðñ B22φyp0q ‰ 0.
(2.a) If ρ ‰ 1 or α2 ‰ 1 (i.e., ρ´ α2 ‰ 0), then
b1 ‰ 0 ðñ B1B2φyp0q ‰ 0.
(2.b) If ρ “ α2 “ 1 or if b1 “ 0, then B1B2φyp0q “ 0.
(3.a) If ρ “ 0 and α1 ‰ α2 (i.e., γ ‰ 1), or if ρ “ α1 “ 1 and α2 ‰ 1 (and in particular γ ‰ 1),
then
b1 ‰ 0, t0 ‰ 0 ðñ B21φyp0q ‰ 0,
and we remind that v2 ‰ 0 if and only if t0 ‰ 0.
(3.b) If ρ “ α2 “ 1 and α1 ‰ 1 (and in particular γ ‰ 1), then
b0 ´ t0b1 ‰ 0 ðñ B21φyp0q ‰ 0.
(3.c) If γ “ 1 (i.e., α1 “ α2) or if b1 “ 0, then
b0 ‰ 0, ρ
α1
R t0, 1u ðñ B21φyp0q ‰ 0.
Note that ρ{α1 “ 0 if and only if ρ “ 0, and ρ{α1 “ 1 if and only if ρ “ α1 “ 1.
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Proof. The only not completely trivial case is (3.a). Since in this case ρ{α1 P t0, 1u, the first term in
(3.7) is an affine term, and so we can ignore it. Since k ě 2, the third term also does not contribute
to the y21 term in the Taylor series of φy, and and so we can ignore it too. We therefore only need
to consider the term:
pv2 ` y2 ` γv2v´11 y1q pv1 ` y1qpρ´α2q{α1b1,
and in fact, we may even reduce ourselves to
pv2 ` γv2v´11 y1q pv1 ` y1qpρ´α2q{α1b1 “ b1v2p1` γv´11 y1q pv1 ` y1qpρ´α2q{α1 .
Now if t0 “ 0 (i.e. v2 “ 0) or if b1 “ 0, then B21φyp0q “ 0 follows. Let us now assume v2 ‰ 0 and
b1 ‰ 0. We note that in our case we may rewrite pρ ´ α2q{α1 “ ρ ´ γ, and so it suffices to show
that
B2y1 |y1“0
´
p1` γv´11 y1q p1` v´11 y1qρ´γ
¯
‰ 0.
Calculating the second derivative one gets
2γv´21 pρ´ γq ` v´21 pρ´ γqpρ´ γ ´ 1q.
This is not zero since in this case we have ρ P t0, 1u and γ R t0, 1u.
The coordinate systems z and w. These are defined through affine coordinate changes of
the form
x1 “ v1 ` z1, w1 “ z1 ` 1
B
z2,
x2 “ v2 ` z2 `Az1, w2 “ z2,
(3.10)
having pv1, v2q as their origin, where we shall have B :“ A ´ γv2v´11 ‰ 0 so that the coordinate
system y never coincides with the coordinate system z, and the coordinate system z never coincides
with the coordinate system w. The constant A shall depend on v and the first few derivatives of
φ at v (note that A “ B ‰ 0 if v2 “ t0 “ 0). These coordinate systems will be described more
precisely in Subsection 3.5. There we shall also introduce a smooth function ω˜ such that
x2 ´ t0xγ1 “ y2 ´ y21ωpy1q “ pw1 ´ w22ω˜pw2qqr0pwq
for some smooth function r0 satisfying r0p0q ‰ 0. Note that we have
y1 “ z1 “ w1 ´ 1
B
w2,
y2 “ z2 `Bz1 “ Bw1.
(3.11)
Some general considerations regarding the Hessian determinant Hφ. Recall that
φprα1x1, rα2x2q “ rρφpx1, x2q.
Taking derivatives in x1 and x2 we get
pBτ11 Bτ22 φqprα1x1, rα2x2q “ rρ´τ1α1´τ2α2pBτ11 Bτ22 φqpx1, x2q.
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Thus, we have for the Hessian determinant of φ:
Hφprα1x1, rα2x2q “ r2pρ´|α|qHφpx1, x2q.
From this it follows that if Hφ vanishes at the point v, then it also vanishes along the homogeneity
curve through v which we recall is parametrized by r ÞÑ prα1v1, rα2v2q.
We are interested in the order of vanishing of Hφ in directions transversal to this curve. In
particular, if we have Bτ22 Hφpvq “ 0 for τ2 ă N and BN2 Hφpvq ‰ 0, then by using homogeneity and
a Taylor expansion (as we did for φ) we get
Hφpxq “ px2 ´ t0xγ1qNqpxq,
for some smooth function q satisfying qpvq ‰ 0. Calculating N shall be done in Subsection 3.6
by using the normal forms of φ. Recall that the Hessian determinant is equivariant under affine
coordinate changes, and so we can freely change to y, z, or w coordinates.
Preliminary comments on the normal forms. Let us introduce the following notation for
the nondegenerate case (i.e., the case when the Hessian determinant of φ does not vanish at v):
(ND) The function φv is nondegenerate at the origin.
When φv does not satisfy (ND), then we shall show that we can associate to it one of the following
normal forms:
(i.y1) φyvpyq “ yk2rpyq, k ě 2,
Hφypyq “ yk˜`2k´22 qpyq, 0 ď k˜ ď 8,
(i.y2) φyvpyq “ yk˜1rpy1q ` ϕpyq, k˜ ě 2,
ϕ and Hφy are flat,
(i.w1) φwv pwq “ w22rpw2q ` ϕpwq,
ϕ and Hφw are flat,
(i.w2) φwv pwq “ w22rpwq ` ϕpwq,
v1BBj1rp0q “ jApγ ´ 1qBj´11 rp0q for all j ě 1, where A,B, v1 ‰ 0 are defined as above,
ϕ and Hφw are flat,
(ii.y) φyvpyq “ y21r1py1q ` yk2r2pyq, k ě 3,
Hφypyq “ yk´22 qpyq,
(ii.w) φwv pwq “ wk˜1r1pwq ` w22r2pw2q, k˜ ě 3,
Hφwpwq “ wk˜´21 qpwq,
(iii) φwv pwq “ wk˜1r1pwq ` w22r2pwq, k˜ ě 3,
v1BBj1r2p0q “ jApγ ´ 1qBj´11 r2p0q for 1 ď j ď k˜ ´ 1, where A,B, v1 ‰ 0 are defined as above,
Hφwpwq “ wk˜´21 qpwq,
(iv) φyvpyq “ y21r1py1q ` py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqkr2pyq, k ě 3,
Hφypyq “ py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqk´2qpyq,
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(v) φwv pwq “ pw1 ´ w22ω˜pw2qqk˜r1pwq ` w22r2pwq, k˜ ě 3,
v1BBj1r2p0q “ jApγ ´ 1qBj´11 r2p0q for 1 ď j ď k˜ ´ 1, where A,B, v1 ‰ 0 are defined as above,
Hφwpwq “ pw1 ´ w22ω˜pw2qqk˜´2qpwq,
(vi) φyvpyq “ py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqkrpyq, k ě 2,
Hφypyq “ py2 ´ y21ωpy1qq2k´3qpyq.
All the appearing functions are smooth and do not vanish at the origin (except ϕ which is always
flat). The number k is as defined in (3.1) and it is always finite in the above normal forms (when
it is infinite it turns out that one is necessarily in case of Normal form (i.y2)). On the other hand,
the definition of the number k˜ changes from case to case, and we allow k˜ to be infinite only in
Normal form (i.y1), in which case we consider the Hessian determinant to be flat at the origin. Let
us furthermore remark that Normal forms (i.w1) and (i.w2) stem from Normal forms (ii.w), (iii),
and (v), in the sense that they correspond to k˜ “ 8.
The first step in deriving the above normal forms is to switch to y coordinates. In most cases
this will suffice and the normal form will be obvious, and so in the following subsections we shall
leave out most of the details for these cases. In particular, as a consequence of considerations in
Subsections 3.3 and 3.4, we shall obtain:
Lemma 3.3. If k ě 3 and if we are not in the (ND) case, then the function φyv is always in one of
the following normal forms: (i.y1), (i.y2), (ii.y), (iv), or (vi).
If k “ 2, b1 ‰ 0, ρ ‰ α2, and we are not in the (ND) case, then we shall either need to
(FP) Flip coordinates (i.e., exchange x1 and x2) and use the y coordinates associated to the flipped
coordinates,
or we shall need w (and the intermediary z) coordinates. Details are to be found in Subsection 3.5
below.
Note that flipping coordinates makes sense only when v2 ‰ 0 (and indeed, we shall flip coor-
dinates only when A “ 0, which, as it turns out, never happens when v2 “ 0). After flipping
coordinates it will always suffice to use the y coordinates (associated to the flipped x, v, and α),
and in particular, we shall be able to apply Lemma 3.3. Note that these y coordinates are not in
general equal to flipped y coordinates associated to the original x, v, and α.
3.2 Normal form when t ÞÑ B22φp1, tq is flat at t0 (i.e., k “ 8)
Let us assume that
Bj2φp1, t0q “ 0 for all j ě 2, (3.12)
and so we have Bj2φpvq “ 0 for all v (with v1 ą 0) satisfying v2v´γ1 “ t0 by (3.2). The Euler equation
for φ is
ρφpxq “ α1x1B1φpxq ` α2x2B2φpxq.
Taking the derivative Bτ “ Bτ11 Bτ22 we get at pv1, v2q that
pρ´ α1τ1 ´ α2τ2qBτφpvq “ α1v1Bτ`p1,0qφpvq ` α2v2Bτ`p0,1qφpvq.
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From this, the fact that α1v1 ‰ 0, and the flatness assumption (3.12) it follows by induction in τ1
that Bτφpvq “ 0 for all τ1 ě 0 and τ2 ě 2.
If now B1B2φpvq ‰ 0, then the Hessian determinant does not vanish and we are in the (ND) case
(this always happens for example when φpx1, x2q “ x1x2). On the other hand, if B1B2φpvq “ 0, then
we get in the same way as above that Bτφpvq “ 0 for all τ1 ě 1 and τ2 “ 1. Thus, by using a Taylor
expansion at v and by switching to y coordinates (recall x1 “ y1 ` v1) we may write
φyvpyq “ y21rpy1q ` ϕpyq,
where r is a smooth function and ϕ is a flat smooth function. In particular, in this case the Hessian
determinant vanishes of infinite order at x “ v and therefore the condition (H2) cannot hold. This
also shows that (H2) is a stronger condition than (H1). Since we assume that at least (H1) holds,
then we necessarily have that t ÞÑ B21φpt, v2q is not flat at v1, and so r cannot be flat either, i.e., we
can write
φyvpyq “ yk˜1 r˜py1q ` ϕpyq,
for some smooth function r˜ satisfying r˜p0q ‰ 0 and k˜ ě 2. This is precisely the Normal form (i.y2).
3.3 Normal form tables for φ mixed homogeneous of degree ρ “ 0
Recall that we assume k ă 8 in this and the following subsections. In this case (3.7) becomes
φypyq ´ pb0 ´ t0b1q “ pv2 ` y2 ` γv2v´11 y1q pv1 ` y1q´γb1 ` py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqkrpyq
if γ ‰ 1, and in the case γ “ 1 we have by (3.8) that
φypyq ´ b0 “ y2pv1 ` y1q´1b1 ` yk2rpyq. (3.13)
We have put the constant terms on the left hand side since we may freely ignore them. Note that
in the case γ “ 1 we have B21φyp0q “ 0.
Case: γ “ 1.
Conditions Case
b1 “ 0 Normal form (i.y1)
b1 ‰ 0 (ND)
Here we actually have in the case when b1 “ 0 a precise order of vanishing of the Hessian
determinant: it is always 2k ´ 2. This follows from Subsection 3.6 (see in particular (3.33)).
If b1 ‰ 0, then from (3.13) we obviously have B1B2φyp0q ‰ 0, and it follows that the Hessian
determinant at 0 is nonzero.
Case: γ ‰ 1.
Conditions Case
t0 “ 0, b1 “ 0 Normal form (i.y1)
t0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0 (ND)
t0 ‰ 0, b1 “ 0 Normal form (vi)
t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 (ND)
t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2 (ND), or (FP), or Normal form (v), or Normal form (i.w2)
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In the case t0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0 we apply Lemma 3.2, (2.a) and (3.a), and get respectively that
B1B2φyp0q ‰ 0 and B21φyp0q “ 0, from which it indeed follows that we are in the (ND) case. Similarly,
in the case t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 we use Lemma 3.2, (1) and (2.a), and obtain that B22φyp0q “ 0 and
B1B2φyp0q ‰ 0, from which we again get that the Hessian determinant of φy does not vanish.
As the case t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2 shall be treated in the same way as certain other cases
which appear later and where w coordinates may be needed, we have postponed its discussion to
Subsection 3.5.
3.4 Normal form tables for φ mixed homogeneous of degree ρ “ ˘1
Recall that here we have
φpxq “ xρ{α11 pb0 ´ t0b1q ` x2 xpρ´α2q{α11 b1 `
1
k!
x
pρ´kα2q{α1
1 px2 ´ t0xγ1qkgkpx2 x´γ1 q (3.14)
and that in y coordinates this becomes
φypyq “ pv1 ` y1qρ{α1pb0 ´ t0b1q ` pv2 ` y2 ` γv2v´11 y1q pv1 ` y1qpρ´α2q{α1b1
` py2 ´ y21ωpy1qqkrpyq.
(3.15)
In this subsection (where ρ “ ˘1) we need to consider five possible subcases. The cases we first
consider are when ρ “ α1, or ρ “ α2, or both. Since α1 and α2 are strictly positive, these cases are
only possible for ρ “ 1. The penultimate case is when α1 “ α2 ‰ ρ, and the last case is when all of
α1, α2, and ρ are different from each other.
Case: ρ “ 1, α1 “ 1, α2 “ 1.
In this case the first two terms in (3.15) become affine, and by Remark 3.1 we have ω ” 0. As
a consequence we have only one case:
Conditions Case
- Normal form (i.y1)
Furthermore, we note that initially we know that the order of vanishing of the Hessian determi-
nant is at least 2k´ 2, which is always greater than or equal to 2. Since this is true at every point,
the Hessian determinant vanishes identically in this case.
Case: ρ “ 1, α1 ‰ 1, α2 “ 1.
Here we first note that by Lemma 3.2, (2.b), we always have B1B2φyp0q “ 0. This is a simple
consequence of the fact that in this case the second term in (3.15) is linear.
Conditions Case
b0 ´ t0b1 “ 0, t0 “ 0 Normal form (i.y1)
b0 ´ t0b1 “ 0, t0 ‰ 0 Normal form (vi)
b0 ´ t0b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2 (ND)
b0 ´ t0b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3, t0 “ 0 Normal form (ii.y)
b0 ´ t0b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3, t0 ‰ 0 Normal form (iv)
The (ND) case follows from Lemma 3.2, (1) and (3.b).
Case: ρ “ 1, α1 “ 1, α2 ‰ 1.
Here we note that the first term in (3.15) becomes linear, and therefore does not influence the
normal form of φyv.
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Conditions Case
t0 “ 0, b1 “ 0 Normal form (i.y1)
t0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0 (ND)
t0 ‰ 0, b1 “ 0 Normal form (vi)
t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 (ND)
t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2 (ND) or (FP)
The cases t0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0 and t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 are (ND) by the same argumentation as
in the table above for ρ “ 0, γ ‰ 1 (namely, by applying Lemma 3.2, (2.a) and (3.a), in the case
t0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0, and by applying Lemma 3.2, (1) and (2.a), in the case t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3).
Let us note the following for the last case where t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, and k “ 2. The expression in
(3.14) can be rewritten as (after ignoring the first term, which is linear in this case):
b1x2 x
1´γ
1 `
b2
2
x1´2γ1 px2 ´ t0xγ1q2 `O
´
px2 ´ t0xγ1q3
¯
We want to calculate what the Hessian determinant of φxv “ φv at v is (or equivalently, the Hessian
determinant of φ at v). For this we only need the second derivatives of φ at v, and so we can freely
ignore the last term of size px2 ´ t0xγ1q3. After expanding the second term in the above expression
and ignoring the linear terms and the term Oppx2 ´ t0xγ1q3q we get
pb1 ´ t0b2qx1´γ1 x2 `
b2
2
x1´2γ1 x
2
2.
From this it follows by a direct calculation that
B21φpvq “ ´γ v2v1 B1B2φpvq,
and so
Hφpvq “ ´B1B2φpvq
´
B1B2φpvq ` γ v2
v1
B22φpvq
¯
,
which we note can be rewritten as
Hφpvq “ ´B1B2φxpvq B1B2φyp0q,
by (3.6). This implies in particular that Hφpvq “ 0 if and only if B1B2φpvq “ 0 if and only if
B21φpvq “ 0 since by Lemma 3.2, (2.a), we know that B1B2φyp0q ‰ 0.
Thus, in the last case where t0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, and k “ 2, we are either in the (ND) case,
and otherwise we have B21φpvq “ 0. This means precisely that the “k” associated to the flipped
coordinates (and we can flip coordinates since t0 ‰ 0, i.e., v2 ‰ 0) is necessarily ě 3. For the flipped
coordinates we may now use the previous table where we have ρ “ 1, α1 ‰ 1, α2 “ 1 (or apply
Lemma 3.3).
Case: ρ “ ˘1, α1 “ α2 ‰ ρ.
Here one uses (3.8):
φypyq “ pv1 ` y1qρ{α1b0 ` y2pv1 ` y1qρ{α1´1b1 ` yk2rpyq.
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Conditions Case
b0 “ 0, b1 “ 0 Normal form (i.y1)
b0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0 (ND)
b0 ‰ 0, b1 “ 0, k ě 3 Normal form (ii.y)
b0 ‰ 0, b1 “ 0, k “ 2 (ND)
b0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 (ND)
b0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2 (ND), or (FP), or Normal form (ii.w), or Normal form (i.w1)
The first (ND) case b0 “ 0, b1 ‰ 0 follows from Lemma 3.2, (2.a) and (3.c), the second (ND)
case b0 ‰ 0, b1 “ 0, k “ 2 follows from Lemma 3.2, (2.a), (3.c), and (1), and the third (ND) case
b0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 follows from Lemma 3.2, (1) and (2.a). For the last case b0 ‰ 0, b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2
we again refer the reader to Subsection 3.5.
We give two further remarks. Firstly, one can show that in the case b0 “ 0, b1 “ 0 the order of
vanishing of the Hessian determinant is precisely equal to 2k´ 2 if and only if we additionally have
ρ
α1
R t1, ku,
as is shown in Subsection 3.6. Note that here we cannot have ρ{α1 “ 1, and when ρ{α1 “ k
from Subsection 3.6 we see that the Hessian determinant vanishes of order 2k ` k˜ ´ 2 where k˜
is the smallest positive integer such that bk`k˜ ‰ 0 (it is also possible k˜ “ 8 with the obvious
interpretation).
Secondly, here we can calculate explicitly from the derivatives bτ2 “ gpτ2qpt0q the number k˜
in the Normal form (ii.w) (see (3.28) in Subsection 3.5). This is already known for homogeneous
polynomials [9].
Case: ρ “ ˘1, α1 ‰ ρ, α2 ‰ ρ, α1 ‰ α2.
Conditions Case
b1 “ 0, b0 “ 0, t0 “ 0 Normal form (i.y1)
b1 “ 0, b0 “ 0, t0 ‰ 0 Normal form (vi)
b1 “ 0, b0 ‰ 0, k “ 2 (ND)
b1 “ 0, b0 ‰ 0, k ě 3, t0 “ 0 Normal form (ii.y)
b1 “ 0, b0 ‰ 0, k ě 3, t0 ‰ 0 Normal form (iv)
b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 (ND)
b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2, t0 “ 0 (ND), or Normal form (iii), or Normal form (i.w2)
b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2, t0 ‰ 0 (ND), or (FP), or Normal form (v), or Normal form (i.w2)
The first (ND) case b1 “ 0, b0 ‰ 0, k “ 2 follows from Lemma 3.2, (1), (2.a), and (3.c), and the
second (ND) case b1 ‰ 0, k ě 3 from Lemma 3.2, (1) and (2.a). For the very last two cases (namely,
b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2, t0 “ 0 and b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2, t0 ‰ 0) we refer the reader, as usual, to Subsection 3.5.
3.5 The case when ρ ‰ α2, b1 ‰ 0, k “ 2
In this subsection we shall discuss the remaining cases where y coordinates did not suffice and all
of which (as one easily sees from the tables in the previous two subsection) satisfy ρ ‰ α2, b1 ‰ 0,
k “ 2. Here it will turn out that we are either in the (ND) case, or (FP) case, or that we need to
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use the w coordinates. In this case the form of the function φ in y coordinates is according to (3.7)
equal to
φypyq “ pv1 ` y1qρ{α1pb0 ´ t0b1q ` pv2 ` y2 ` γv2v´11 y1q pv1 ` y1qpρ´α2q{α1b1
` py2 ´ y21ωpy1qq2rpyq,
where rp0q ‰ 0, and, as noted in Remark 3.1, ω ” 0 if and only if γ “ 1 or t0 “ 0, and otherwise
ωp0q ‰ 0. By Lemma 3.2, (1) and (2.a), we have
B22φyp0q ‰ 0 and B1B2φyp0q ‰ 0,
i.e., the y22 term and the y1y2 term in Taylor expansion of φy do not vanish. Therefore, depending
on what the coefficient of the y21 term is, it can happen that the Hessian determinant vanishes or
not.
Case (ND) and the definition of z coordinates. If the Hessian determinant does not vanish,
we are in the nondegenerate case. Otherwise, if the Hessian determinant does vanish, then since
B22φpvq ‰ 0 (which is by definition equivalent to k “ 2), there is a coordinate system of the form
x1 “ v1 ` z1,
x2 “ v2 ` z2 `Az1,
with A unique, such that φxpxq “ φzpzq, and such that the z21 and z1z2 terms in Taylor expansion
of φz at the origin vanish, i.e.,
B21φzp0q “ 0 and B1B2φzp0q “ 0.
In particular, the coordinate systems y and z cannot coincide since the term y1y2 does not vanish.
This implies B :“ A´ γv2v´11 ‰ 0 (compare (3.6) and (3.10)).
Case (FP) and the reduction to A ‰ 0. Let us now prove that we may reduce ourselves to the
case
A ‰ 0.
If t0 “ 0 (i.e., v2 “ 0), then we always have A “ B ‰ 0. The second possibility is t0 ‰ 0, and if
in this case we would have A “ 0, then z and x coordinates would coincide (up to a translation)
which implies B2x1φxpvq “ B2z1φzp0q “ 0. Thus, by flipping coordinates, we would have that the k
associated to the flipped coordinates is ě 3, and so we would be in the case where the y coordinates
associated to the flipped coordinates would suffice, i.e., we could apply Lemma 3.3.
This is also the reason why in the case when ρ “ 1, α1 “ 1, and α2 ‰ 1, it always sufficed to flip
coordinates. The calculation below the corresponding table in Subsection 3.4 shows that Hφpvq “ 0
implies B21φpvq “ B1B2φpvq “ 0, which in turn implies that one always has A “ 0.
The normal form in z coordinates. Now that we may assume A ‰ 0, our first step is to write
down the Euler equation for homogeneous functions in z coordinates. The Euler equation is
ρφpxq “ α1x1B1φpxq ` α2x2B2φpxq.
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By the definition of z coordinates we have
Bx1 “ Bz1 ´ABz2 ,
Bx2 “ Bz2 .
Thus, the Euler equation in z coordinates is
ρφzpzq “ α1pv1 ` z1qB1φzpzq ´ α1Apv1 ` z1qB2φzpzq ` α2pv2 ` z2 `Az1qB2φzpzq
“ α1pv1 ` z1qB1φzpzq `
´
´ α1v1B `Ap´α1 ` α2qz1 ` α2z2
¯
B2φzpzq. (3.16)
We now claim that if Bτ1`11 φzp0q “ Bτ11 B2φzp0q “ 0 for all 1 ď τ1 ă N for some N ě 2, then
BN`11 φzp0q “ 0 if and only if BN1 B2φzp0q “ 0. But this is almost obvious. Namely, we just take the
derivative BN1 at 0 in the above Euler equation and get
ρBN1 φzp0q “ α1v1BN`11 φzp0q ` α1NBN1 φzp0q
´ α1v1BBN1 B2φzp0q `ANp´α1 ` α2qBN´11 B2φzp0q.
Using the assumption on vanishing derivatives we get
BN`11 φzp0q “ BBN1 B2φzp0q. (3.17)
As we noted above B ‰ 0 and our claim follows.
Now recall that B21φzp0q “ 0 and B1B2φzp0q “ 0. Thus, the previously proved claim implies
in particular by an inductive argument in N that either there is a k˜ P N such that 3 ď k˜ ă 8,
satisfying
k˜ “ mintj ě 2 : Bj1φzp0q ‰ 0u
“ mintj ě 2 : Bj´11 B2φzp0q ‰ 0u,
and
φzvpzq “ zk˜1r1pzq ` zk˜´11 z2r2pzq ` z22r3pzq, (3.18)
where rip0q ‰ 0, i “ 1, 2, 3, or that
φzvpzq “ zN1 rN,1pzq ` zN´11 z2rN,2pzq ` z22r3pzq,
for any N P N, which we shall consider as the case when k˜ “ 8.
The normal form in w coordinates. It will be advantageous to use w coordinates where unlike
in (3.18) the wk˜´11 w2 term is no longer present, i.e., that we may write:
φwv pwq “ wk˜1r1pwq ` w22r2pwq. (3.19)
This fact follows directly from (3.17) and from
Bw1 “ Bz1 ,
Bw2 “ Bz2 ´ 1B Bz1 ,
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which we get from the definition of w coordinates (3.10). Actually, we can gain more information,
especially in the case when γ “ 1. To see this let us rewrite the Euler equation in w coordinates by
using (3.16):
ρ
α1
φwpwq “
´
v1 ` w1 ´ 1
B
w2
¯
B1φwpwq
`
´
´ v1B `Apγ ´ 1qpw1 ´ 1
B
w2q ` γw2
¯
pB2 ` 1
B
B1qφwpwq
“
´B `Apγ ´ 1q
B
w1 ` pB ´Aqpγ ´ 1q
B2
w2
¯
B1φwpwq
`
´
´ v1B `Apγ ´ 1qw1 ` Bγ ´Apγ ´ 1q
B
w2
¯
B2φwpwq.
Case γ “ 1. Here the Euler equation reduces to
ρ
α1
φwpwq “ w1B1φwpwq ` p´v1B ` w2qB2φwpwq. (3.20)
Taking the Bτ “ Bτ11 Bτ22 derivative and evaluating at 0 one gets
ρ
α1
Bτφwp0q “ τ1Bτφwp0q ´ v1BBτ11 Bτ2`12 φwp0q ` τ2Bτφwp0q,
which can be rewritten as ´ ρ
α1
´ |τ |
¯
Bτφwp0q “ ´v1BBτ11 Bτ2`12 φwp0q.
From this and the fact from (3.19) that Bτφwp0q “ 0 for all τ satisfying |τ | “ τ1 ` τ2 ě 2,
0 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1, and 0 ď τ2 ď 1, one easily gets by induction on τ2 that
Bτ11 Bτ22 φwp0q “ 0 when |τ | “ τ1 ` τ2 ě 2, 1 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1. (3.21)
We may actually prove a stronger claim, namely that
Bτ11 φwp0, w2q ” 0, for 2 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1,
B1φwp0, w2q ” B1φwp0q.
(3.22)
In order to obtain this we take the Bτ11 derivative in (3.20) and evaluate it at p0, w2q to get´ ρ
α1
´ τ1
¯
Bτ11 φwp0, w2q “ p´v1B ` w2qB2Bτ11 φwp0, w2q.
We note that this is a simple ordinary differential equation in w2 of first order. It has a unique
solution for 2 ď τ1 ď k˜´1 since ´v1B`w2 ‰ 0 for small w2, and since we can take (3.21) as initial
conditions. The claim for 2 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1 follows since Bτ11 φwp0, w2q ” 0 is obviously a solution.
For τ1 “ 1 we note that the case ρ{α1 ´ τ1 “ 0 is trivial, and the solution is a unique constant
function (necessarily equal to B1φwp0q). When τ1 “ 1 and ρ{α1 ´ τ1 ‰ 0, then the differential
equation evaluated at w2 “ 0 gives us that B1B2φwp0q “ 0 implies B1φwp0q “ 0, which again means
that B1φwp0, w2q ” 0 is the unique solution of the given differential equation. We have thus proven
(3.22).
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Now by using Taylor approximation in w1 for a fixed w2, and the just proven fact for the mapping
w2 ÞÑ Bτ11 φwp0, w2q for 1 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1, we obtain that the normal form of φw (3.19) in the case
γ “ 1 can be rewritten as
φwv pwq “ wk˜1r1pwq ` w22r2pw2q,
where r1p0q, r2p0q ‰ 0. Note that now r2 depends only on w2. This corresponds to Normal form
(ii.w) when k˜ is finite and to Normal form (i.w1) otherwise.
Case γ ‰ 1. In this case we use our assumption that A ‰ 0 in a critical way. Here it will be
important to know what happens with Bτ11 B22φwp0q for 0 ď τ1 ď k˜´ 1, and also how one can rewrite
the normal form of the Hessian determinant Hφw (and in particular its root).
Let us begin by taking the Bτ11 B2 derivative of the Euler equation in w coordinates and evaluating
it at w “ 0. One gets
ρ
α1
Bτ11 B2φwp0q “ τ1
B `Apγ ´ 1q
B
Bτ11 B2φwp0q `
pB ´Aqpγ ´ 1q
B2
Bτ1`11 φwp0q
´ v1BBτ11 B22φwp0q ` τ1Apγ ´ 1qBτ1´11 B22φwp0q
` Bγ ´Apγ ´ 1q
B
Bτ11 B2φwp0q.
Now recall again from (3.19) that Bτφwp0q “ 0 holds for any τ satisfying |τ | “ τ1 ` τ2 ě 2,
0 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1, and 0 ď τ2 ď 1. Thus, if 1 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 2 then we get
v1BBτ11 B22φwp0q “ τ1Apγ ´ 1qBτ1´11 B22φwp0q, (3.23)
and if τ1 “ k˜ ´ 1, then
v1BBk˜´11 B22φwp0q “
pB ´Aqpγ ´ 1q
B2
Bk˜1φwp0q ` pk˜ ´ 1qApγ ´ 1qBk˜´21 B22φwp0q,
i.e., since B ´A “ ´γv2v´11 , we can rewrite this as
v1BBk˜´11 B22φwp0q `
v2γpγ ´ 1q
v1B2
Bk˜1φwp0q “ pk˜ ´ 1qApγ ´ 1qBk˜´21 B22φwp0q. (3.24)
Now since A,B, v1 ‰ 0, and γ ‰ 1, from (3.23) we may conclude by induction on τ1 that for
0 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 2 one has
Bτ11 B22φwp0q ‰ 0.
In order to unravel what is happening with Bk˜´11 B22φwp0q we need to investigate the root of Hφw .
For this we want to solve the equation
x2 ´ t0xγ1 “ y2 ´
ˆ
γ
2
˙
v´21 v2y
2
1 `Opy31q
“ 0.
in the w coordinates, representing the homogeneity curve through v. Recall that by (3.11) we have
y1 “ w1 ´ w2{B, y2 “ Bw1, and so we want to solve
Bw1 ´
ˆ
γ
2
˙
v´21 v2pw1 ´
1
B
w2q2 `Oppw1 ´ 1
B
w2q3q “ 0
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for the w1 variable in terms of the w2 variable when |w1|, |w2| are small numbers. Using the above
equation one gets by a simple calculation that
w1 “ v2γpγ ´ 1q
2v21B
3
w22 `Opw32q
“ w22ω˜pw2q, (3.25)
and ω˜ ” 0 if and only if v2 “ 0 “ t0. Note that we have the precise value of ω˜p0q. Using this we
can now write down the normal form of w as
φwv pwq “ wk˜1r1pwq ` w22r2pwq
“ pw1 ´ w22ω˜pw2qqk˜r1pwq ` w22
´
r2pwq ` k˜wk˜´11
v2γpγ ´ 1q
2v21B
3
r1pwq
¯
`Opw42q
“ pw1 ´ w22ω˜pw2qqk˜r˜1pwq ` w22 r˜2pwq, (3.26)
where one can easily check by using (3.23), (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) that Bτ11 r˜2p0q ‰ 0 for all
0 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1, and that in fact one has the relations
v1BBτ11 r˜2p0q “ τ1Apγ ´ 1qBτ1´11 r˜2p0q
for 1 ď τ1 ď k˜ ´ 1. If k˜ “ 8, then the above normal form in (3.26) corresponds to Normal form
(i.w2). Otherwise we have 3 ď k˜ ă 8 and two subcases. Namely, if t0 ‰ 0 (i.e., ω˜p0q ‰ 0), then
the above normal form corresponds to Normal form (v), and if t0 “ 0 (and therefore ω˜ ” 0), then
it corresponds to Normal form (iii).
Determining k˜ in the special case when ρ “ ˘1 and α1 “ α2 ‰ ρ. According to the
corresponding table for this case in Subsection 3.4 here we may assume b0, b1 ‰ 0, and note that
here γ “ 1. We prove that the Hessian determinant of φ vanishes at v if and only if
b2 “ p1´ ρα1qb
2
1
b0
“
´
1´ α1
ρ
¯b21
b0
. (3.27)
In this case we furthermore have that if k˜ ă 8, then
bj “ pρα1qjj!
ˆ
ρ{α1
j
˙
bj1
bj´10
, for j “ 2, . . . , k˜ ´ 1
bk˜ ‰ pρα1qk˜k˜!
ˆ
ρ{α1
k˜
˙
bk˜1
bk˜´10
,
(3.28)
and if k˜ “ 8, then
bj “ pρα1qjj!
ˆ
ρ{α1
j
˙
bj1
bj´10
, for j P t2, 3, . . .u.
These formulae have already been shown for homogeneous polynomials in [9, Lemma 2.2]. Therefore,
we only sketch how one can prove them in our slightly more general case.
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Recall from (3.9) that we have the formal series for φ at y “ 0:
φypyq « pv1 ` y1q
ρ
α1 b0 ` y2pv1 ` y1q
ρ
α1
´1
b1 ` 1
2!
pv1 ` y1q
ρ
α1
´2
y22b2 ` . . .
“
8ÿ
j“0
bj
j!
pv1 ` y1q
ρ
α1
´j
yj2.
From this one gets
B21φyp0q “ b0 ρα1
´ ρ
α1
´ 1
¯
v
ρ
α1
´2
1 , B1B2φyp0q “ b1
´ ρ
α1
´ 1
¯
v
ρ
α1
´2
1 , B22φyp0q “ b2v
ρ
α1
´2
1 ,
and (3.27) follows by a direct computation (recall that Hφyp0q “ 0 if and only if Hφpvq “ 0). More
generally, we have
Bτφyp0q “ τ1!
ˆ ρ
α1
´ τ2
τ1
˙
v
ρ
α1
´|τ |
1 bτ2 . (3.29)
Let us now determine the relation between y and z when the Hessian determinant vanishes. We
may write
z1 “ y1, Bz1 “ By1 `BBy2 ,
z2 “ y2 ´By1, Bz2 “ By2 .
Then by (3.27) one gets that B21φzp0q “ B1B2φzp0q “ 0 if and only if
B “ ´b0
b1
ρ
α1
.
From this we can determine the constant A since it is equal to t0`B, i.e., A “ v2{v1´pρb0q{pα1b1q.
One can now directly prove (3.28) by induction in j by using (3.29), and the fact that Bj1φzp0q “ 0
for 2 ď j ă k˜ and Bk˜1φzp0q ‰ 0 is equivalent to´
B1 ´ b0
b1
ρ
α1
B2
¯j
φyp0q “ 0, j “ 2, . . . , k˜ ´ 1,´
B1 ´ b0
b1
ρ
α1
B2
¯k˜
φyp0q ‰ 0.
We have already checked the induction base j “ 2.
3.6 Order of vanishing of the Hessian determinant
In this subsection we determine the normal forms of the Hessian determinant of φ (or more precisely,
the order of vanishing of the Hessian determinant of φ), as listed in Subsection 3.1. We recall from
Subsection 3.1 that if v1 ą 0, then one can write
Hφpxq “ px2 ´ t0xγ1qNqpxq,
where either q is flat in v (which we consider as the case N “ 8), or qpvq ‰ 0 and 0 ď N ă 8. It
remains to determine N from the information provided by the normal forms of φ. We note that
N “ mintj ě 0 : pBj2Hqpvq ‰ 0u.
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Normal form (i.y1). First we note by the normal form tables above that this normal form appears
only in cases when either γ “ 1 or t0 “ v2 “ 0, and so we have ω ” 0. Thus, by (3.9) the function
φyv has the formal expansion:
φyvpyq “ 1k!y
k
2 py1 ` v1qρ{α1´kγ gkpy2py1 ` v1q´1 ` t0q
«
8ÿ
j“k
bj
j!
yj2 py1 ` v1qρ{α1´jγ , (3.30)
and the Hessian determinant vanishes along y2 “ 0, which means we need to determine what is the
least N such that pBN2 Hφyqp0q ‰ 0. From the above expansion one obtains
Bτ11 Bτ22 φyp0q “ 0, |τ | “ τ1 ` τ2 ě 2, 0 ď τ2 ď k ´ 1,
Bτφyp0q “ τ1!
ˆ ρ
α1
´ γτ2
τ1
˙
v
ρ
α1
´τ1´γτ2
1 bτ2 , τ2 ě k.
(3.31)
By applying the general Leibniz rule to the definition of the Hessian determinant we get
BN2 Hφy “ BN2 pB21φyB22φy ´ pB1B2φyq2q
“
Nÿ
n“0
ˆ
N
n
˙´
B21Bn2φy BN`2´n2 φy ´ B1Bn`12 φy B1BN`1´n2 φy
¯
, (3.32)
and one can easily check by using (3.31) that BN2 Hφyp0q “ 0 for N ă 2k´ 2. For N “ 2k´ 2 we get
B2k´22 Hφyp0q “
ˆ
2k ´ 2
k
˙
B21Bk2φyp0qBk2φyp0q ´
ˆ
2k ´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
pB1Bk2φyq2p0q
“
«ˆ
2k ´ 2
k
˙´ ρ
α1
´ kγ
¯´ ρ
α1
´ kγ ´ 1
¯
´
ˆ
2k ´ 2
k ´ 1
˙´ ρ
α1
´ kγ
¯2ff
b2kv
2 ρ
α1
´2kγ´2
1
“
«
k ´ 1
k
´ ρ
α1
´ kγ ´ 1
¯
´
´ ρ
α1
´ kγ
¯ffˆ2k ´ 2
k ´ 1
˙´ ρ
α1
´ kγ
¯
b2kv
2 ρ
α1
´2kγ´2
1 .
Thus, B2k´22 Hφyp0q ‰ 0 if and only if
ρ
α1
R
!
kγ, kγ ` 1´ k
)
. (3.33)
Let us now additionally assume that
bk`j “ 0, 0 ă j ă k˜,
bk`k˜ ‰ 0,
for some k˜ ě 1.
Case when ρα1 “ kγ. By examining the term j “ k in (3.30) we note that in this case we
additionally have
Bk2φyp0q ‰ 0
Bτ11 Bk2φyp0q “ 0, τ1 ě 1.
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Now by using the information in (3.31), the above additional assumption that bk`j “ 0 for 0 ă j ă k˜,
bk`k˜ ‰ 0, and the Leibniz formula (3.32) a straightforward calculation yields that BN2 Hφyp0q “ 0 for
N ă 2k ` k˜ ´ 2 and B2k`k˜´22 Hφyp0q ‰ 0, i.e., we have the precise order of vanishing of the Hessian
determinant.
Case when ρα1 “ kγ`1´k. Again, by a straightforward calculation using the Leibniz formula
one gets that BN2 Hφyp0q “ 0 for N ă 2k ` k˜ ´ 2 and we have for N “ 2k ` k˜ ´ 2:
B2k`k˜´22 Hφyp0q “
ˆ
2k ` k˜ ´ 2
k
˙
B21Bk2φyp0qBk`k˜2 φyp0q `
ˆ
2k ` k˜ ´ 2
k ´ 2
˙
B21Bk`k˜2 φyp0qBk2φyp0q
´ 2
ˆ
2k ` k˜ ´ 2
k ´ 1
˙
B1Bk2φyp0q B1Bk`k˜2 φyp0q.
Thus˜ˆ
2k ` k˜ ´ 2
k ´ 2
˙¸´1
B2k`k˜´22 Hφyp0q “
pk ` k˜qpk ` k˜ ´ 1q
pk ´ 1qk B
2
1Bk2φyp0qBk`k˜2 φyp0q ` B21Bk`k˜2 φyp0qBk2φyp0q
´ 2pk ` k˜q
k ´ 1 B1B
k
2φ
yp0q B1Bk`k˜2 φyp0q.
This is equal to zero when the expression
pk ` k˜qpk ` k˜ ´ 1qB21Bk2φyp0qBk`k˜2 φyp0q
` pk ´ 1qkB21Bk`k˜2 φyp0qBk2φyp0q ´ 2kpk ` k˜qB1Bk2φyp0q B1Bk`k˜2 φyp0q
equals zero. Plugging in the values of the derivatives from (3.31) one obtains that the above
expression equals to
pk ` k˜qpk ` k˜ ´ 1qp1´ kqp´kq ` pk ´ 1qkp1´ k ´ k˜γqp´k ´ k˜γq ´ 2kpk ` k˜qp1´ kqp1´ k ´ k˜γq,
up to a nonzero constant factor. Factoring out p1´ kqp´kq we get
pk ` k˜qpk ` k˜ ´ 1q ` pk ` k˜γ ´ 1qpk ` k˜γq ´ 2pk ` k˜qpk ` k˜γ ´ 1q
and this equals zero if and only if γ P t1, pk˜ ` 1q{k˜u.
The condition ρα1 “ kγ` 1´k tells us that if γ “ 1 then ρ “ α1 “ α2 “ 1, and from the normal
form tables we see that this is precisely when the Hessian determinant vanishes of infinite order.
In the case γ “ pk˜` 1q{k˜ we get that ρ “ 1, α1 “ k˜{pk` k˜q and α2 “ pk˜` 1q{pk` k˜q. It seems
that in this case the order of vanishing of the Hessian determinant depends explicitly on the values
bj , and so, in contrast to the previous cases, one cannot relate in an easy way the order of vanishing
of the Hessian determinant and the form of φ in (3.30). As we shall not need the precise order of
vanishing of the Hessian determinant in this case, we do not pursue this question further.
Other normal forms. First we recall that Normal form (i.y2) was dealt with in Subsection 3.2,
and there it was already determined that the Hessian vanishes of infinite order (i.e., it is flat).
In all the remaining normal forms we use either y or w coordinates, and so (as already noted in
Subsection 3.1) the Hessian determinant in these coordinates has the normal form
Hφupuq “ pu2 ´ u21ψpu1qqNqpuq,
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where u can represent either y or w coordinates, and where either N is finite and qp0q ‰ 0, or the
Hessian determinant is flat (in which case we consider N to be infinite). The function ψ is equal to
either ω or ω˜. Our goal is to determine N “ mintj ě 0 : pBj2Hφuqp0q ‰ 0u.
We first note that we can rewrite all the remaining normal forms as either
φuv puq “ pu2 ´ u21ψpu1qqk0rpuq (3.34)
or
φuv puq “ u21r1puq ` uk02 r2puq, (3.35)
where rp0q, ψp0q, r1p0q, r2p0q ‰ 0, and k0 ě 2 in the first case and k0 ě 3 in the second. In the
second case k0 “ 8 is allowed with an obvious interpretation. Note that the second case (3.35)
includes Normal forms (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and also subcases of (i) where the w coordinates are used.
For both cases (3.34) and (3.35) one can use the Leibniz rule (3.32) and the information on the
Taylor series of φuv gained from these normal forms to obtain the order of vanishing of the Hessian
determinant (in the Bu2 direction) by a direct calculation. In the first case (3.34) one gets that the
order of vanishing is N “ 2k0 ´ 3 and in the second case (3.35) one gets that N “ k0 ´ 2 (or that
the Hessian determinant is flat if k0 “ 8).
4 Fourier restriction when a mitigating factor is present
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1, i.e., the Fourier restriction estimate
} pf}L2pdµq ď C}f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq,
where µ is the surface measure
xµ, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx, φpxqq |Hφpxq|σ dx
and the exponents are ´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
´ σ, σ
¯
.
We assume 0 ď σ ă 1{2 when only adapted normal forms appear, and 0 ď σ ď 1{3 if a non-adapted
normal form appears. Since the case σ “ 0 follows directly by Plancherel, we may assume σ ą 0.
Our assumptions in this case are that the Hessian determinant Hφ does not vanish of infinite
order anywhere (i.e., condition (H2) is satisfied). According to Subsection 2.2 we may restrict our
attention to the localized measure
xµ0,v, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx, φvpx´ vqq ηvpxq |Hφpxq|σ dx,
where v “ pv1, v2q satisfies v1 „ 1, and either v2 “ 0 or v2 „ 1, and where ηv is a smooth nonnegative
function with support in a small neighbourhood of v.
After changing to y or w coordinates from Section 3 we get that µ0,v can be rewritten as
xν, fy “
ż
fpx, φlocpxqq apxq |Hφlocpxq|σ dx,
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where now a is smooth, nonnegative, and supported in a small neighbourhood of the origin, and
where we have for φloc the normal form cases (i)-(vi) from Proposition 1.4. Recall that since we
assume (H2), in case (i) of Proposition 1.4 the function ϕ vanishes identically.
The strategy will be to appropriately localize and rescale the problem, and then to use the
associated “R˚R” operator. Let us begin by proving modifications of two essentially known results.
Lemma 4.1. Let φ : Ω Ñ R be a smooth function on an open set Ω Ď R2 contained in a ball of
radius À 1, and let Hφ “ B21φB22φ´ pB1B2φq2 denote the Hessian determinant of φ. We consider the
measure defined by
xµ, fy :“
ż
fpx1, x2, φpxqqapxqdx,
where a P C8c pΩq satisfies }Bτa}L8pΩq Àτ 1 for all multiindices τ . If we assume that on Ω we have
|B21φ| „ 1, |Bτφ| Àτ 1 for all multiindices τ , and that |Hφ| „ ε for a bounded, strictly positive (but
possibly small) constant ε, then
|pµpξq| À ε´1{2p1` |ξ|q´1.
The claim also holds if φ and a depend on ε, assuming that the implicit constants appearing in the
lemma can be taken to be independent of ε.
Proof. By compactness and translating we may assume that a is supported on a small neighbourhood
of the origin. We also assume for simplicity that |B1φ| „ 1, which can be achieved by applying a
linear transformation to µ. The Fourier transform of µ is by definition
pµpξq “ ż e´iΦpx,ξqapxqdx,
where the phase function is of the form
Φpx, ξq “ x1ξ1 ` x2ξ2 ` φpxqξ3,
from which one easily sees that unless |ξ1| „ |ξ3| Á |ξ2|, we have a very fast decay. Let us denote
s1 “ ξ1
ξ3
, s2 “ ξ2
ξ3
, λ “ ξ3,
and rewrite the phase as
Φpx, ξq “ λps1x1 ` s2x2 ` φpxqq,
where now |s1| „ 1 and |s2| À 1.
Now either the x1 derivative of Φ has no zeros on the domain of integration (e.g. when s1 and
B1φp0q are of the same sign), in which case we get a fast decay by integrating by parts, or there is a
unique zero xc1 “ xc1px2; s1, s2q, depending smoothly on px2; s1, s2q by the implicit function theorem,
i.e., we have the relation
s1 ` pB1φqpxc1, x2q “ 0. (4.1)
In this case we apply the stationary phase method and get that
pµpξq “ λ´1{2 ż e´iλΨpx2;s1,s2qapx2, s1, s2;λqdx2,
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where a is a smooth function in px2, s1, s2q and a classical symbol of order 0 in λ, and where
Ψpx2; s1, s2q :“ s1xc1 ` s2x2 ` φpxc1, x2q “ λ´1Φpxc1, x2, ξq.
Taking the x2 derivative of (4.1) we get that
Bx2xc1px2; s1, s2q “ ´B1B2φpx
c
1, x2q
B21φpxc1, x2q
,
and the x2 derivative of the new phase is by (4.1):
λBx2Ψpx2; s1, s2q “ λps1Bx2xc1 ` s2 ` Bx2xc1 B1φpxc1, x2q ` B2φpxc1, x2qq
“ λps2 ` B2φpxc1, x2qq.
From this and the expression for pxc1q1 it follows that
λB2x2Ψpx2; s1, s2q “ λ
Hφpxc1, x2q
B21φpxc1, x2q
„ λε.
Thus, we may apply the van der Corput lemma, which then delivers the claim of the lemma.
The following lemma for obtaining mixed norm Fourier restriction estimates goes back essentially
to Ginibre and Velo [11] (see also [17]).
Lemma 4.2. Assume that we are given a bounded open set Ω and functions Φ P C8pΩ;R2q,
φ P C8pΩ;Rq, a P L8pΩq. Let us consider the measure
xµ, fy :“
ż
fpΦpxq, φpxqqapxqdx
and the operator T : f ÞÑ f ˚ pµ. If Φ is injective and its Jacobian is of size |JΦ| „ A1, then
the operator L1x3pR;L2px1,x2qpR2qq Ñ L8x3pR;L2px1,x2qpR2qq norm of T is bounded (up to a universal
constant) by A´11 }a}L8. If one has furthermore the estimate
|pµpξq| ď A2p1` |ξ3|q´1,
then for any σ P r0, 1{2q and p1{p11, 1{p13q “ p1{2 ´ σ, σq the operator Lp3x3pR;Lp1px1,x2qpR2qq Ñ
L
p13
x3pR;Lp
1
1
px1,x2qpR2qq norm of T is bounded (up to a constant depending on σ) by pA´11 }a}L8q1´2σA2σ2 .
Proof. For functions on R3 let us denote by F 1 the inverse Fourier transform in the first two variables.
Then it suffices for the first claim to prove that the L8 norm of F 1 pµ is bounded by A´11 }a}L8 . But
this follows immediately since F 1 pµ is equal by Fourier inversion to the Fourier transform of µ in
the third coordinate, which is easily seen to be the function (up to a universal constant)
px, ξ3q ÞÑ e´iξ3φ˝Φ´1pxq a ˝ Φ´1pxq|JΦpxq|´1.
For the second claim we introduce the operator Tξ3g :“ g ˚ pµp¨, ξ3q defined for functions g on R2
and a fixed ξ3 P R. Then the L1pR2q Ñ L8pR2q norm of Tξ3 is bounded by A2p1` |ξ3|q´1, and the
L2pR2q Ñ L2pR2q norm is bounded up to a universal constant by A´11 }a}L8 . Interpolating one gets
that the Lp1pR2q Ñ Lp11pR2q norm is bounded by
pA´11 }a}L8q1´2σA2σ2 p1` |ξ3|q´2σ
for p11 “ p1{2´σq and σ P r0, 1{2s. If one now writes a function f on R3 as fpξ1, ξ2, ξ3q “ fpξ1, ξ3q “
fξ3pξ1q, then
Tfpξ1, ξ3q “
ż
pfη3´ξ3 ˚ pµp¨, η3qqpξ1qdη3 “ ż Tη3fη3´ξ3dη3,
and so the claim follows by the (weak) Young inequality for σ ă 1{2.
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4.1 Normal form (i)
In this case the local form of the phase is
φlocpxq “ xk2rpxq,
where rp0q ‰ 0 and the Hessian determinant vanishes of order 2k ` k0 ´ 2 for some k0 ě 0, i.e., it
has the normal form
Hφlocpxq “ x2k`k0´22 qpxq
for some smooth function q satisfying qp0q ‰ 0.
We begin by a dyadic decomposition ν “ řj"1 νj in x2 followed by scaling x2 ÞÑ 2´jx2. Namely,
for a j " 1 we define
xνj , fy “
ż
fpx, φlocpxqq apxqχ1p2jx2q |Hφlocpxq|σ dx,
where χ1px2q is supported where |x2| „ 1 and is such that řjPZ χ1px2q “ 1. Thus, by a Littlewood-
Paley argument it suffices to prove
} pf}2L2pdνjq À }f}2Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq,
with the implicit constant independent of j. Rescaling, this is equivalent to
} pf}2L2pdν˜jq À 2σjk0}f}2Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, (4.2)
where now
xν˜j , fy “
ż
fpx, φ˜px, 2´jqq apx, 2´jqdx.
The amplitude apx, 2´jq is now supported so that |x1| ! 1 and |x2| „ 1, and it is C8 having
derivatives uniformly bounded. The phase is
φ˜px, 2´jq “ 2jkφlocpx1, 2´jx2q
“ xk2rpx1, 2´jx2q.
From this we have |B2φ˜| „ 1 „ |B22φ˜| and one easily gets by using the definition of the Hessian
determinant that
Hφ˜px, 2´jq “ 2jp2k´2qHφlocpx1, 2´jx2q
“ 2´jk0x2k`k0´22 qpx1, 2´jx2q.
Thus |Hφ˜px, 2´jq| „ 2´jk0 , from which the estimate (4.2) follows by an application of Lemma 4.1
and subsequently Lemma 4.2.
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4.2 Preliminary rescaling for cases (ii)-(vi)
In normal form cases (ii)-(vi) the principal face of N pφlocq is compact (for the definition of the
Newton polyhedron N pφlocq of a smooth phase function φloc see for example [15] or [22]), and so
we use the scaling associated to it:
δκr pxq “ prκ1x1, rκ2x2q,
where in cases (ii)-(v) we have κ “ p1{2, 1{kq and in case (vi) we have κ “ p1{p2kq, 1{kq. In
particular, for j " 1 we define
xνj , fy “
ż
fpx, φlocpxqq apxq ηpδκ2jxq |Hφlocpxq|σ dx,
where η is supported on an annulus and is such that
ř
jPZ ηpδκ2jxq “ 1. By using Littlewood-Paley
theory we get that it is sufficient to prove
} pf}2L2pdνjq À }f}2Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq.
Rescaling, the above estimate is equivalent to
} pf}2L2pdν˜jq À }f}2Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, (4.3)
where
xν˜j , fy “
ż
fpx, φ˜px, δqq |Hφ˜px, δq|σ apx, δqdx. (4.4)
Here the amplitude apx, δq is supported on a fixed annulus around the origin,
δ “ pδ0, δ1, δ2q :“ p2´j k´1k , 2´j{2, 2´j{kq (4.5)
in cases (ii)-(v), and
δ “ pδ1, δ2q :“ p2´j{p2kq, 2´j{kq
in case (vi). The phase which one obtains in (4.4) is
φ˜px, δq :“ 2jφlocpδ1x1, δ2x2q.
The quantity δ0 will be appear only later when we use the explicit normal forms. From the above
phase form it follows that
Hφ˜px, δq “ 2jpk´2q{kHφlocpδ1x1, δ2x2q
in cases (ii)-(v), and
Hφ˜px, δq “ 2jp2k´3q{kHφlocpδ1x1, δ2x2q
in case (vi).
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4.3 Normal forms (ii) and (iii)
Using the normal forms for φloc one gets in these cases
φ˜px, δq “ x21r1pδ1x1, δ2x2q ` xk2r2pδ1x1, δ2x2q,
Hφ˜px, δq “ xk´22 qpδ1x1, δ2x2q,
where r1p0q, r2p0q, qp0q ‰ 0, and k ě 3. Hence, for the part where |x2| Á 1 in (4.4) the Hessian is
nondegenerate, and so we may localize to |x1| „ 1 and |x2| ! 1, and subsequently perform a dyadic
decomposition in the x2 coordinate, i.e., we define
xνl, fy :“
ż
fpx, φ˜px, δqq |x2|σpk´2q χ1p2lx2q apx, δqdx
“ 2´l´lσpk´2q
ż
fpx1, 2´lx2, φ˜px1, 2´lx2, δqq apx, δ, 2´lqdx,
where now the amplitude is supported in a domain where |x1| „ 1 „ |x2|, and has uniformly
bounded CN norm for any N . Applying the Littlewood-Paley theorem again and rescaling, it is
sufficient for us to prove
} pf}2L2pdν˜j,lq À 2klσ}f}2Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, (4.6)
where the rescaled measure is
xν˜j,l, fy “
ż
fpx, φ˜px1, 2´lx2, δqq apx, δ, 2´lqdx.
The phase has now the form
x21r1pδ1x1, δ2x2q ` 2´klxk2r2pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2q (4.7)
on the domain |x1| „ 1 and |x2| „ 1, and its Hessian determinant is of size 2´kl. By Lemma 4.1 we
have
|p˜νj,lpξq| À 2kl{2p1` |ξ|q´1.
And so the estimate (4.6) follows by Lemma 4.2.
4.4 Normal form (iv)
In this case we get
φ˜px, δq “ x21r1pδ1x1q ` px2 ´ δ0x21ψpδ1x1qqkr2pδ1x1, δ2x2q,
Hφ˜px, δq “ px2 ´ δ0x21ψpδ1x1qqk´2qpδ1x1, δ2x2q,
where r1p0q, r2p0q, qp0q, ψp0q ‰ 0, and k ě 3. Therefore again, if |x2| Á 1 the Hessian is non-
degenerate and therefore we may concentrate on |x1| „ 1 and |x2| ! 1 in (4.4). We perform a
dyadic decomposition, though this time depending on how close we are to the root of the Hessian
determinant, i.e., we define
xνl, fy :“
ż
fpx, φ˜px, δqq |x2 ´ δ0x21ψpδ1x1q|σpk´2q χ1p2lpx2 ´ δ0x21ψpδ1x1qqq apx, δqdx.
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Next, after changing coordinates from x2 to x2 ` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q we may write
xνl, fy “
ż
fpx1, x2 ` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q, φ1px, δqq |x2|σpk´2q χ1p2lx2q a1px, δq dx, (4.8)
where
φ1px, δq “ x21r1pδ1x1q ` xk2r2pδ1x1, δ2x2 ` δ0δ2x21ψpδ1x1, δ2x2qq
“ x21r1pδ1x1q ` xk2r2pδ1x1, δ2x2 ` pδ1x1q2ψpδ1x1, δ2x2qq
“ x21r1pδ1x1q ` xk2 r˜2pδ1x1, δ2x2q.
The function r˜2 is a smooth and nonzero at the origin. Finally, we rescale in x2 as x2 ÞÑ 2´lx2 and
may write
xνl, fy “ 2´l´lσpk´2q
ż
fpx1, 2´lx2 ` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q, φj,lpx, δ, 2´lqqχ1px1qχ1px2q apx, δ, 2´lq dx, (4.9)
where the amplitude is a smooth function and the phase is
φj,lpx, δq “ x21r1pδ1x1q ` 2´klxk2 r˜2pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2q.
In order to obtain the estimate (4.3) we shall need essentially a variant of Lemma 4.2. Namely,
we shall consider the analytic family of operators Tζ defined by convolution against the Fourier
transform of the measure
µζ :“
ÿ
2l"1
2lσpk´2q2´lζpk´2qνl, (4.10)
where ζ has real part between 0 and 1{2, and in particular, for a fixed ξ3 P R3, we shall consider
the operator T ξ3ζ : f ÞÑ f ˚ pµζp¨, ξ3q. Note that we are interested in µσ since this is precisely the
sum of measures νl.
When the real part of ζ is 0 (i.e., ζ “ it, t P R) one considers the L2pR2q Ñ L2pR2q estimate
for which we use the equation (4.8). In (4.8) we see that the amplitude is of size 2´lσpk´2q, which is
precisely what we need in (4.10). Since the supports are disjoint when varying l, we get by a similar
argumentation as in Lemma 4.2 that the operator L2pR2q Ñ L2pR2q norm of T ξ3it is À 1 (uniform
in ξ3 and t).
When the real part of ζ is 1{2 we need to prove
|pµ1{2`itpξq| À p1` |ξ3|q´1 (4.11)
with implicit constant independent of t and ξ3, since this would give us that the operator norm of
T ξ31{2`it for mapping L
1pR2q Ñ L8pR2q is bounded by p1` |ξ3|q´1.
Thus, under the assumption that we have the estimate (4.11) we may apply complex interpola-
tion for each fixed ξ3 to the analytic family of operators T
ξ3
ζ and obtain that the operator norm of
T ξ3σ between spaces Lp1pR2q Ñ Lp11pR2q is À p1 ` |ξ3|q´2σ, and so in the same way as in the proof
of Lemma 4.2 the (weak) Young inequality in the x3 direction implies (4.3).
In proving (4.11) it suffices to show thatÿ
2l"1
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2q|pνlpξq| À p1` |ξ3|q´1
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for all ξ P R3. By (4.9) the Fourier transform of a summand is
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq “ 2´kl{2 ż e´iΦpx,ξ,δ,2´lq χ1px1qχ1px2q apx, δ, 2´lqdx,
where the phase function is
Φpx, ξ, δ, 2´lq :“ ξ1x1 ` ξ2δ0x21ψpδ1x1q ` ξ3x21r1pδ1x1q
` 2´lξ2x2 ` 2´klξ3xk2 r˜2pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2q.
We see that when either |ξ1| " maxt|ξ2|, |ξ3|u or |ξ3| " maxt|ξ1|, |ξ2|u we can use integration by
parts in the x1 variable and get a very fast decay. This is also the case when |ξ1| „ |ξ2| are much
greater than |ξ3|, or when |ξ2| „ |ξ3| are much greater than |ξ1|. If we have |ξ2| Á |ξ3|, then we may
use integration by parts in x2 and get
|2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq| À 2´kl{2p1` 2´l|ξ2|q´1 À 2´kl{2p1` 2´l|ξ3|q´1,
from which (4.11) follows since k ě 3. We are thus left with the case when |ξ1| „ |ξ3| " |ξ2|.
Case 1. 2´kl|ξ3| À 1. Here we use the van der Corput lemma in x1 only and get
|2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq| À 2´kl{2|ξ3|´1{2.
Summation in l then gives precisely (4.11).
Case 2. 2´l|ξ2|  2´kl|ξ3| and 2´kl|ξ3| " 1. We may use in this case integration by parts in x2
and then the van der Corput lemma in x1 and get
|2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq| À 2´kl{2|ξ3|´1{2 p2´kl|ξ3|q´1
À 2kl{2|ξ3|´3{2.
We may now sum in l.
Case 3. 2´l|ξ2| „ 2´kl|ξ3| " 1. Here we have by iterative stationary phase (first in x2 and then in
x1) that
|2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq| À 2´kl{2|ξ3|´1{2 p2´kl|ξ3|q´1{2 “ |ξ3|´1.
Here we note that 2lpk´1q „ |ξ3| |ξ2|´1, and so we sum only over finitely many (i.e., Op1q) l for each
fixed ξ. Thus, here we also have the estimate (4.11).
4.5 Normal form (v)
Recall that here
φlocpxq “ x21r1pxq ` px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqkr2pxq,
Hφlocpxq “ px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqk´2qpxq,
where we know that k ě 3, r1p0q, r2p0q, qp0q, ψp0q ‰ 0. Furthermore, recall that this corresponded
to the w coordinates when deriving the normal forms, and we have shown that we additionally have
in this case:
Bτ22 r1p0q ‰ 0, for all τ2 P t0, 1, . . . , k ´ 1u.
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In fact, one has the relationship:
c τ2Bτ2´12 r1p0q “ Bτ22 r1p0q, for all τ2 P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u,
where c is some fixed nonzero constant (see Subsection 3.5). This implies for example the relation:
r1p0q B22r1p0q ´ 2pB2r1q2p0q “ 0. (4.12)
From the above normal form we have
φ˜px, δq “ x21r1pδ1x1, δ2x2q ` px2 ´ δ0x21ψpδ1x1qqkr2pδ1x1, δ2x2q,
Hφ˜px, δq “ px2 ´ δ0x21ψpδ1x1qqk´2qpδ1x1, δ2x2q.
We may as usual localize to |x1| „ 1 and |x2| ! 1. We shall abuse the notation a bit and denote
this localized measure again by ν˜j . After changing coordinates from x2 to x2` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q we may
write
xν˜j , fy “
ż
fpx1, x2 ` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q, φ1px, δqq |x2|σpk´2q a1px, δqχ1px1qχ0px2q dx
with the phase being
φ1px, δq “ x21r˜1pδ1x1, δ2x2q ` xk2 r˜2pδ1x1, δ2x2q,
where r˜1, r˜2 are smooth functions, nonzero at the origin, and satisfy the same properties and relations
as r1 and r2 mentioned at the beginning of this subsection. As in the case (iv), we also decompose
the measure ν˜j as ν˜j “ řl νl, where
xνl, fy “
ż
fpx1, x2 ` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q, φ1px, δqq |x2|σpk´2q a1px, δqχ1px1qχ1p2lx2q dx.
Next, we shall be interested in the rescaled phase:
φlpx, δ, 2´lq “ φ1px1, 2´lx2, δq “ φ˜px1, 2´lx2 ` δ0x21ψpδ1x1q, δq.
Now we need a relation between the Hessian determinant of φl and the Hessian determinant of φ˜.
For this let us denote for simplicity
ϕpx1, δ1q :“ δ21x21ψpδ1x1q.
The reason why we have not included the factor δ´12 will be clear later (recall from (4.5) that
δ0 “ δ21δ´12 ). A direct calculation shows then
Hφl “ 2´2lHφ˜ ` δ´12 2lB21ϕB2φlB22φl, (4.13)
and due to our localization we have |Hφ˜| „ 2´lpk´2q.
We use the same complex interpolation idea as in (iv) according to which it suffices to proveÿ
2l"1
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2q|pνlpξq| À p1` |ξ3|q´1,
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where after rescaling x2 ÞÑ 2´lx2 we have
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq “ 2´kl{2 ż eiΦ0px,ξ,δ,2´lqapx, δ, 2´lqdx,
where the phase function for the Fourier transform of νl is
Φ0px, ξ, δ, 2´lq :“ ξ1x1 ` ξ2δ0x21ψpδ1x1q ` ξ3x21r˜1pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2q
` ξ22´lx2 ` ξ32´klxk2 r˜2pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2q
“ ξ1x1 ` ξ2δ´12 ϕpx1, δ1q ` ξ22´lx2 ` ξ3φlpx, δ, 2´lq.
The amplitude localizes the integration to |x1| „ 1 „ |x2|.
Using the same argumentation as in the case (iv) we can reduce ourselves to the case when
|ξ1| „ |ξ3|, |ξ2| ! |ξ3|, and |ξ3|2´kl " 1 are satisfied.
Now let us make some further reductions using the fact that B2r˜1p0q, B22 r˜1p0q ‰ 0. The x2
derivative of the phase Φ0 contains three terms of respective sizes: „ |2´lδ2ξ3|, „ |2´lξ2|, and
„ |2´klξ3|. If we may integrate by parts in x2 (i.e., if one of the above terms is much larger than
the other two), we can get an admissible estimate and sum in l. If |2´klξ3| is comparable to the
larger of the other two terms, then one easily sees that the second derivative in x2 is necessarily of
size |2´klξ3|, and so in this case we get by iterative stationary phase the estimate
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2q|pνlpξq| À p1` |ξ3|q´1.
Note that we do not need to sum in l since there are only finitely many l satisfying one of the
relations |2´klξ3| „ |2´lδ2ξ3| or |2´klξ3| „ |2´lξ2|.
We are thus now reduced to the case when
|2´lξ2| „ |2´lδ2ξ3| " |2´klξ3|, |ξ1| „ |ξ3|, and |ξ3|2´kl " 1.
At this point we introduce some further notation:
λ :“ ξ3, s1 :“ ξ1
ξ3
, s2 :“ ξ2
δ2ξ3
, ε :“ 2´lδ2,
and so we have |s1| „ 1 „ |s2|, λ2´kl " 1, and ε " 2´kl. The phase Φ0 can now be rewritten as
λΦ, where Φ is
Φpx, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq “ s1x1 ` s2δ21x21ψpδ1x1q ` s2εx2 ` φlpx, δ, 2´lq,
since we note from the form of φl that φl can also be taken to depend on px1, x2, δ1, ε, 2´klq.
Let us now apply the stationary phase method in x1. We may rewrite the phase as
Φpx, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq “ s1x1 ` s2ϕ` s2εx2 ` φl,
where we recall that ϕpx1, δq “ δ21x21ψpδ1x1q. We may assume that there is a stationary point for
the x1 derivative since |B21φl| „ 1 and |s1| „ 1, and as otherwise we may use integration by parts.
We denote by xc1 “ xc1px2, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq the function such that
pB1Φqpxc1, x2, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq “ s1 ` s2B1ϕ` B1φl “ 0. (4.14)
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Taking the x2 derivative we get
s2pxc1q1B21ϕ` pxc1q1B21φl ` B1B2φl “ 0. (4.15)
After applying the stationary phase method in x1 we gain a decay factor of λ´1{2, i.e., we have
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2qpνlpξq “ λ´1{22´kl{2 ż e´iλΦ˜px2,s1,s2,δ1,ε,2´klqapx2, s1, s2, δ, 2´l;λqdx2,
where the new phase is
Φ˜px2, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq “ s1xc1 ` s2ϕpxc1, δ1q ` s2εx2 ` φlpxc1, x2, δ, 2´lq,
and the amplitude a is a classical symbol in λ of order 0.
Taking the x2 derivative of the expression for the new phase Φ˜ and using the equation (4.14)
we get
Φ˜1 “ s2ε` B2φl. (4.16)
Therefore, the second derivative of the new phase is
Φ˜2 “ pB2φlq1
“ B22φl ` pxc1q1B1B2φl. (4.17)
Now using in order (4.15), the definition of Hφl (4.13), (4.16), and (4.17), we obtain
pB21φlqΦ˜2 “ B21φl B22φl ` B1B2φlp´B1B2φl ´ s2pxc1q1B21ϕq
“ Hφl ´ s2pxc1q1B21ϕ B1B2φl
“ 2´2lHφ˜ ` δ´12 2lB21ϕB2φlB22φl ´ s2pxc1q1B21ϕ B1B2φl
“ 2´2lHφ˜ ` ε´1B21ϕ B22φlpΦ˜1 ´ εs2q ´ s2pxc1q1B21ϕ B1B2φl
“ 2´2lHφ˜ ´ s2B21ϕ B22φl ´ s2pxc1q1B21ϕ B1B2φl ` ε´1B21ϕ B22φl Φ˜1
“ 2´2lHφ˜ ´ s2B21ϕ Φ˜2 ` ε´1B21ϕ B22φl Φ˜1.
Thus, we get
ps2B21ϕ` B21φlqΦ˜2 “ 2´2lHφ˜ ` ε´1B21ϕ B22φl Φ˜1. (4.18)
Note that we have |ε´1B21ϕ B22φl| ! δ21 ! 1 and |s2B21ϕ` B21φl| „ 1, and recall that |2´2lHφ˜| „ 2´kl.
We claim that either |Φ˜1| À 2´kl on the whole domain of integration (i.e., for |x2| „ 1), or that
|Φ˜1| Á 2´kl on the whole domain of integration. This can be shown by using the formula for the
solution of a linear first order ODE (considering Φ˜1 as the unknown), or by arguing by contradiction.
Let us argue by contradiction in the following way. Let us assume that there exists a point
|x02| „ 1 such that |Φ˜1px02q| ď 2´kl. Furthermore, let us assume that there exists a point |x12| „ 1
where one has |Φ˜1| “ C12´kl for some sufficiently large C1, and let us assume that x12 is the closest
point to x02 satisfying this condition in the sense that |Φ˜1| ă C12´kl between x02 and x12. Then the
mean value theorem implies that there is a point between x02 and x12 where we have |Φ˜2| ě C22´kl,
where C2 can be taken to tend to 8 as C1 tends to 8. On the other hand, the equation (4.18)
implies that on the interval between x02 and x12 we have |Φ˜2| ď C32´kl, where we can take C3 to be
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a fixed constant if δ1 is taken to be sufficiently small when C1 and C2 are large (we can always take
say C1 of size δ´11 ). This is a contradiction, i.e., the point x12 where one has |Φ˜1| ě C12´kl for a too
large C1 cannot exist within the integration domain.
Now in the case that |Φ˜1| Á 2´kl we may apply integration by parts and get an estimate
summable in l. Let us therefore assume |Φ˜1| À 2´kl, in which case we have |Φ˜2| „ 2´kl by (4.18).
Then the van der Corput lemma implies that
2´lp1{2´σqpk´2q|pνlpξq| À p1` |ξ3|q´1.
The problem is now that a priori we may not sum this estimate in l. Luckily, it turns out that
one can pin down the size of 2´l, which in turn will pin down the number l to a finite set of size
Op1q. In order to prove this we use the expression (4.16) and the normal form of φl:
φlpx, δ, 2´lq “ x21r˜1pδ1x1, εx2q ` 2´klxk2 r˜2pδ1x1, εx2q,
from which one has
pB2φlqpx, δ, 2´lq “ εx21pB2r˜1qpδ1x1, εx2q ` 2´klxk´12 r˜3pδ1x1, εx2q, (4.19)
where r˜3p0q ‰ 0 is a smooth function.
The idea is as follows. First, by compactness we may assume that we integrate in x2 over a
sufficiently small neighbourhood of a point x02 satisfying |x02| „ 1. In particular, we may write
Φ˜1px2, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq “ Φ˜1px02, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq ` Op|Φ˜2|q
“ Φ˜1px02, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq ` Op2´klq.
Thus, it suffices to prove that
|Φ˜1px02, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq| “ |s2ε` B2φlpxc1, x02, s1, s2, δ1, ε, 2´klq| ! 2´kl
can happen only for finitely many l. If the above inequality does not hold, then we may simply
integrate by parts and are able to simply sum in l afterwards.
If we now develop both terms in B2φl in the ε and 2´kl variables (recall that xc1 depends on both
ε and 2´kl), then one gets that the expression for Φ˜1 is of the form
s2ε`
k´1ÿ
i“1
εifipx02, s1, s2, δ1q ` 2´klg0px02, s1, s2, δ1q ` Op2´klq,
where we used the fact that εk “ pδ22´lqk ! 2´kl. Note that we have |g0| „ 1 by (4.19) (and also
|f1| „ 1, but this is not important). We have to find out how many l’s satisfyˇˇˇ
f˜1px02, s1, s2, δ1q `
k´1ÿ
i“2
εi´1fipx02, s1, s2, δ1q ` ε´12´klg0px02, s1, s2, δ1q ` Opε´12´klq
ˇˇˇ
! ε´12´kl,
where f˜1px02, s1, s2, δ1q :“ s2 ` f1px02, s1, s2, δ1q. But now one easily shows that this inequality is
possible only if at least two of the terms are comparable in size (precisely because |g0| „ 1). This
implies in particular that we can determine l in terms of px02, s1, s2, δ1q, which finishes the proof.
We mention that, interestingly, one can prove that f2px02, s1, s2, 0q “ 0, a consequence of the
relation (4.12).
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4.6 Normal form (vi)
Here we obtain
φ˜px, δq “ px2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1qqkrpδ1x1, δ2x2q,
Hφ˜px, δq “ px2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1qq2k´3qpδ1x1, δ2x2q,
where rp0q, qp0q, ψp0q ‰ 0. Thus, we may localize to the part where |x2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1q| ! 1, i.e., it is
sufficient to consider the measure
f ÞÑ
ż
fpx, φ˜px, δqq |px2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1qq2k´3qpδ1x1, δ2x2q|σ χ0pφ˜px, δqq apx, δqdx
since |φ˜px, δq| „ |x2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1q|k. Note that here we have |x1| „ 1 „ |x2|.
Now, the next idea is to use, as in [15], a Littlewood-Paley decomposition in the x3 direction
(for the mixed norm Littlewood-Paley theory see [19]) and reduce ourselves to proving the Fourier
restriction estimate for the measure piece
xνl, fy “
ż
fpx, φ˜px, δqq |px2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1qq2k´3qpδ1x1, δ2x2q|σ χ1p2klpφ˜px, δqqq apx, δqdx.
Using the coordinate transformation x2 ÞÑ x2 ` x21ψpδ1x1q we may write
xνl, fy “
ż
fpx1, x2 ` x21ψpδ1x1q, xk2 r˜pδ1x1, δ2x2qq
ˆ |x2k´32 q˜pδ1x1, δ2x2q|σ χ1p2klxk2 r˜pδ1x1, δ2x2qq a˜px, δqdx,
where |r˜| „ 1 is a smooth function. Finally, we use the coordinate transformation x2 ÞÑ 2´lx2 and
rescale f in the third coordinate. Then we are reduced to proving the Fourier restriction estimate
} pf}2L2pdν˜j,lq ď C2lp1´3σq}f}2Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, (4.20)
for the measure
xν˜j,l, fy “
ż
fpx1, 2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1q, xk2 r˜pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2qqapx, δ, 2´lqdx (4.21)
where a is supported so that |x1| „ 1 and |x2| „ 1. Now we note that the estimate for σ “ 0 follows
by Plancherel, while the estimate for σ “ 1{3 is going to be shown in Section 5 since the form of
the measure ν˜j,l coincides with the form in (5.10) below. Interpolating, we obtain the estimate for
all 0 ď σ ď 1{3.
Note that when 1{p11 “ 1{p13 “ 1{4, then one can simplify the proof by a modification of Lemma
4.2, i.e., by using the Fourier decay of ν˜j,l, which is easily seen to be
|p˜νj,lpξq| À 2l{2p1` |ξ|q´1,
and by using the Plancherel theorem, but this time in the px1, x3q-plane (which is why it works only
for 1{p11 “ 1{p13) since the mapping px1, x2q ÞÑ px1, xk2 r˜pδ1x1, 2´lδ2x2qq has Jacobian of size „ 1. In
fact, in Section 5 we shall combine this idea of using Lemma 4.2 together with the methods used in
[15] (and [22]).
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4.6.1 A Knapp-type example
Let us now show by using a Knapp-type example that one cannot get the estimate (4.20) for σ ą 1{3.
Let us consider the function ϕ defined by
xϕpxq “ χ1´x1
δ
¯
χ1
´ x2
2δ
¯
χ1
´x3

¯
for some small  and δ. Its mixed Lp norm is
}ϕ}LppR3q „ 
3δ
p11
` 1
p13 .
Now, in the integral ż
|xϕ|2dν “ ż |xϕ|2px, φlocpxqqapxq|Hφlocpxq|σdx
we integrate over the set
D0 :“ tx P R2 : |x1| À δ, |x2| À 2δ, |φlocpxq| „ |x2 ´ x21ψpx1q|k À u
by definition of ϕ. If δ is sufficiently small, D0 contains the set
D :“ tx P R2 : |x1| À δ, |φlocpxq| „ |x2 ´ x21ψpx1q| À 1{ku,
and so if the Fourier restriction estimate holds, one has

6δ
p11
` 2
p13 „ }ϕ}2LppR3q Á
ż
|xϕ|2dν Á ż
D
|x2 ´ x21ψpx1q|σp2k´3qdx
„ δ
ż
|y|À1{k
|y|σp2k´3qdy
„ δ`pσp2k´3q`1q{k.
Letting  and then δ tend to 0 we obtain the condition
1
p13
ď σp2k ´ 3q ` 1
2k
“ σ ` 1´ 3σ
2k
.
Since we are interested in 1{p11 “ 1{2 ´ σ and 1{p13 “ σ, the above inequality implies precisely
σ ď 1{3.
5 Fourier restriction without a mitigating factor
Here we prove Theorem 1.2, i.e., the estimate
} pf}L2pdµq ď C}f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq
for µ the surface measure of the form
xµ, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx, φpxqq |x|2ϑα dx,
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where
ϑ “ |α|
p11
` ρ
p13
´ |α|
2
.
Recall that this ϑ is chosen (depending on pp1, p3q P p1, 2s2) precisely so that the above restriction
estimate is equivalent to the local estimate
} pf}L2pdµ0q ď C}f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq,
where µ0 is the surface measure
xµ0, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx, φpxqq ηpxq |x|2ϑα dx (5.1)
for η P C8c pR2zt0uq identically equal to 1 in an annulus.
Note that |x|2ϑα is not smooth near the axes. Luckily, we shall be able to circumvent this problem
by using the Littlewood-Paley theorem to localize away from the axes, as was done in the case with
the mitigating factor.
Now we recall the necessary conditions from [22, Proposition 2.1] obtained through the Knapp-
type examples. Let us fix a point v such that ηpvq ‰ 0 and let ηv be a smooth cutoff function
identically equal to η on a small neighbourhood of v. It suffices to consider the measure
xµ0,v, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx, φvpx´ vqq ηvpxq |x|2ϑα dx, (5.2)
where we recall from the introduction that
φvpxq “ φpx` vq ´ φpvq ´ x ¨∇φpvq.
We recall also that hlinpφ, vq is the linear height of φv at its origin, and that hpφ, vq is its Newton
height.
If φ satisfies (LA) at v, then hlinpφ, vq “ hpφ, vq, and according to [22, Proposition 2.1] the only
necessary condition is
1
p11
` hlinpφ, vq
p13
ď 1
2
. (5.3)
If φ does not satisfy (LA) at v, then from Proposition 1.4 we know that this is only possible for the
normal form
φv,ypyq :“ py2 ´ y21ψpy1qqkrpyq,
where rp0q ‰ 0, ψp0q ‰ 0, and 2 ď k ă 8, since this is the only non-adapted normal form. Again,
[22, Proposition 2.1] implies that in this case we have two necessary conditions, namely
1
p11
` hlinpφ, vq
p13
ď 1
2
and
hpφ, vq
p13
ď 1
2
, (5.4)
where hpφ, vq “ k and hlinpφ, vq “ 2k{3. Note that in the case hlinpφ, vq “ hpφ, vq the second
condition in (5.4) would be redundant. Thus, if we now vary v over the points where ηpvq ‰ 0, then
we obtain the conditions
1
p11
` hlinpφq
p13
ď 1
2
and
hpφq
p13
ď 1
2
,
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where we remind that hlinpφq and hpφq are respectively global linear height and global Newton
height defined as in (1.6).
At all points v where (LA) is satisfied and where |x|2ϑα is smooth (i.e., v is not on an axis) we
get the local Fourier restriction estimate in the range (5.3) directly from [22, Proposition 4.2]. We
shall briefly touch upon what happens in the case when v is situated on the axis in Subsection 5.1.
In this case one has to only slightly adjust the proofs in Section 4.
In the case when (LA) is not satisfied at v let us call the pair pp1, p3q “ pp1pvq, p3pvqq given by´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
´ hlinpφ, vq
2hpφ, vq ,
1
2hpφ, vq
¯
the critical exponent of φ at v. It is obtained as the intersection of the lines
1
p11
` hlinpφ, vq
p13
“ 1
2
and
1
p13
“ 1
2hpφ, vq
in the p1{p11, 1{p13q plane. Thus, for the local estimate in this case it suffices to prove the inequality
} pf}L2pdµ0,vq ď C}f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq,
where
xµ0,v, fy “
ż
fpx1, x2, φvpx1, x2qq ηvpx1, x2q dx1dx2
and ´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
q P
#´
0,
1
2hpφq
¯
,
´1
2
, 0
¯
,
´ 1
p11pvq
,
1
p13pvq
¯+
,
since then we get the full range from the necessary conditions by interpolation. We shall only give
a sketch of the proof in this case too in Subsections 5.2 and 5.3, since it is almost identical to a type
of singularity considered in [22, Subsection 5.5].
5.1 Fourier restriction for the adapted case
As mentioned, in the adapted case one needs to prove the Fourier restriction estimate for pp1, p3q P
p1, 2q2 satisfying
1
p11
` hlinpφ, vq
p13
“ 1
2
,
and the part of the measure where the amplitude in (5.1) is smooth the restriction estimate is
already proven in [22].
Now the amplitude in (5.1) (in particular the function x ÞÑ |x|2ϑα ) is in general not smooth along
the axes x1 “ 0 and x2 “ 0. Namely, on the x1 “ 0 axis one can take only the derivatives (of the
amplitude) in the x2 direction, and analogously on the x2 “ 0 axis one can take only derivatives in
the x1 direction. Note that the only possible non-adapted normal form appears only away from the
axes.
Let us consider without loss of generality what happens for the point v “ pv1, 0q on the axis
x2 “ 0 and its associated measure µ0,v defined in (5.2). We shall only briefly sketch what one
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needs to do in order to prove the Fourier restriction estimate when the amplitude is not smooth in
the x2 direction at v. Since we are dealing only with adapted normal forms, it suffices to obtain
an appropriate estimate on the Fourier transform, after which one can apply Lemma 4.2 or its
modification such as [22, Lemma 3.8]. Often we shall need to use the Littlewood-Paley theorem in
order to localize away from the axis.
According to the normal forms listed at the end of Subsection 3.1, and under the condition (H1),
we have the following cases.
Case 1. If (under the notation of Section 3) we have k “ 8, then by the considerations from
Subsection 3.2 the phase at v is
φvpx´ vq “ px1 ´ v1qk˜ ` ϕpx1, x2q,
where 2 ď k˜ ă 8 and ϕ is a flat function at v. This corresponds to Normal form (i.y2) and we have
hlinpφ, vq “ k˜. Since |x|2ϑα is still smooth in the x1 direction, one can use the van der Corput lemma
in the x1 direction and get that the decay of the Fourier transform of µ0,v is p1`|ξ|q´1{k˜. This now
implies the desired estimate (see the result [17, Theorem 1.2] or the results in [22, Subsection 3.3],
or apply an appropriate modification of Lemma 4.2).
If 2 ď k ă 8, then we have three further cases.
Case 2. Let us consider the phase
φvpxq “ xk2rpxq,
where rpvq ‰ 0 and k ě 2. In this case the linear height is hlinpφ, vq “ k. Here the idea is to
apply the Littlewood-Paley theorem in order to localize away from the axis x2 “ 0, and rescale
afterwards. Since the essentially same thing was done in Section 4 for this type of singularity (see
the proof for Normal form (i) in Subsection 4.1), let us just briefly mention the main differences
compared to there. Obviously, one scales differently the measure pieces away from the axis obtained
by applying the Littlewood-Paley theorem since here we consider different exponents pp1, p3q. The
main difference is that we do not use the Hessian determinant to obtain a decay on the Fourier
transformation of the rescaled measure piece (since the Hessian determinant may vanish of infinite
order as only (H1) is assumed and not the stronger condition (H2)), but rather directly from the
form of the phase above. This we may now do since the new amplitude for the rescaled measure
pieces is now smooth.
Case 3. Let us now consider the case when the phase is nondegenerate, i.e., the Hessian
determinant does not vanish at v (and in particular hlinpφ, vq = 1). Here we use the Littlewood-
Paley theorem as in Case 2, but after rescaling we use the size of the Hessian determinant of the
new phase to get a decay on the Fourier transform of the measure (as was done in Section 4 for
Normal forms (i), (ii), and (iii)).
Case 4. The final case is when (after an affine change to y or w coordinates from Section 3) we
have
φv,upuq “ u21r1puq ` uk02 r2puq,
where 3 ď k0 ď 8, r1p0q ‰ 0, and in case when k0 ă 8 then r2p0q ‰ 0 and hlinpφ, vq “ 2k0{p2`k0q.
If k0 “ 8 then hlinpφ, vq “ 2, and the above equality holds in the sense that we can take any
k0 ě 0 and r2 flat. Inspecting the y and w coordinates from Section 3 we see that the x2 “ 0 axis
corresponds to the u2 “ 0 axis.
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If k0 “ 8, we can argue in the same way as in the case k “ 8 above (here it is critical that
Bu1 “ cBx1 , c ‰ 0, in order to be able to apply the van der Corput lemma in the smooth direction).
Otherwise, if k0 is finite, we proceed again with a Littlewood-Paley decomposition in the u2
direction (as was done in Subsection 4.3 for Normal forms (ii) and (iii)) in order to get a smooth
amplitude. At this point one gets that the estimate on the decay of the Fourier transform is
2k0l{2p1 ` |ξ|q´1 by using the size of the Hessian determinant. Since the new rescaled phase is
(compare with (4.7))
u21r1pu1, 2´lu2q ` 2´k0luk02 r2pu1, 2´lu2q,
by applying the van der Corput lemma in u1 we also have the decay estimate p1 ` |ξ|q´1{2. Inter-
polating these two estimates gives the decay 2lp1` |ξ|q´p2`k0q{p2k0q, which turns out to be precisely
what one needs when interpolating with the Plancherel estimate.
5.2 Fourier restriction for the non-adapted case: preliminaries
Let us fix a phase function φloc of the form
φlocpxq “ px2 ´ x21ψpx1qqkrpxq,
where ψp0q, rp0q ‰ 0 and k P N, k ě 2. The adapted coordinates are obtained by the smooth
transformation y1 “ x1, y2 “ x2 ´ x21ψpx1q:
φalocpyq– yk2rapyq,
where rap0q ‰ 0. Thus, the Newton height of φloc is k and the Newton distance is d– 2k{3 (which
coincides with the linear height hlin). The Varchenko exponent is 0 since in adapted coordinates the
principal face is noncompact. Then from e.g. [22, Subsection 3.3] we know that we automatically
have the Fourier restriction estimate
}F f}L2pdνq À }f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, f P SpR
3q, (5.5)
for the exponents ´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´
0,
1
2k
¯
and
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
, 0
¯
,
and where the measure ν is defined through
xν, fy “
ż
fpx1, x2, φlocpx1, x2qq apx1, x2q dx1dx2, (5.6)
where a P C8c pR2q is a nonnegative function supported in a small neighbourhood of the origin. It
remains to obtain the Fourier restriction estimate for the critical exponent, which in this case is´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
6
,
1
2k
¯
. (5.7)
The case k “ 2 has been solved in [22]. In the case k “ 3 the critical exponent lies on the diagonal
and so this case has already been solved in [15].
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In the case k ě 4 we have 1{p11 ą 1{p13 and so one would need to slightly modify the methods
used in [22] (i.e., the methods for the case hlinpφq ă 2) since there one interpolated between two
points of the form ´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´
0,
s
2
¯
and
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
,
1
2
¯
,
for some 0 ă s ă 1{k. In the case 1{p11 ą 1{p13 in general one would need to interpolate between
three points´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´
0, 0
¯
,
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
,
1
2
¯
, and
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
, 0
¯
.
In particular, if one has an operator T : Lp Ñ Lp1 , where here we denote Lp “ Lp3x3pLp1px1,x2qq for
p “ pp1, p3q, satisfying the estimates
}T }LpÑLp1 À A1 for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´
0, 0
¯
,
}T }LpÑLp1 À A2 for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
,
1
2
¯
, (5.8)
}T }LpÑLp1 À A3 for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
, 0
¯
,
then by interpolation one has the estimate
}T }LpÑLp1 À A2{31 A1{k2 Apk´3q{p3kq3 for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
6
,
1
2k
¯
.
In our special case we shall not use the above general approach since we recall that when we
considered the case when the mitigating factor was present (to be more precise, the case of Normal
form (vi) considered in Subsection 4.6), after performing some decompositions and rescalings one
got measure pieces for which one needed to prove the Fourier restriction estimate for the exponent´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
6
,
1
3
¯
. (5.9)
In the current case without the mitigating factor it turns out that we shall get the same measure
pieces, but for which we need to prove the Fourier restriction estimate for the exponent (5.7). Thus,
if we have the Fourier restriction estimate for the exponent (5.9), then the Fourier restriction for
(5.7) is obtained by interpolating with the result for´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
6
, 0
¯
,
which one can obtain by applying the 2-dimensional Fourier restriction result for curves with non-
vanishing curvature.
These stronger estimates for the rescaled measure pieces do not contradict the necessary con-
ditions obtained by Knapp-type examples in [22] since the information on the exponents and the
Newton height of φ is consumed in the rescaling procedure (which is different in this section and in
Subsection 4.6).
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Let us begin with some preliminary reductions. By the results from [22, Section 4.2], instead
of considering the whole measure (5.6), we may reduce ourselves to considering the part near the
principal root jet in the half plane tpx1, x2q P R2 : x1 ě 0u:
xνρ1 , fy “
ż
x1ě0
fpx, φlocpxqq apxq ρ1pxqdx,
where
ρ1pxq “ χ0
´x2 ´ ψp0qx21
εx21
¯
for an ε which we can take to be as small as we want.
The next step is to use a Littlewood-Paley argument in the px1, x2q-plane and the scaling by κ
dilations
δκr pxq “ prκ1x1, rκ2x2q
where κ – p1{p2kq, 1{kq is the weight associated to the principal face of φloc. Then one is reduced
to proving (5.5) for the measures
xνj , fy “
ż
fpx, φpx, δqq apx, δq dx,
uniformly in j, where the function φpx, δq has the form
φpx, δq :“ px2 ´ x21ψpδ1x1qqkrpδ1x1, δ2x2q,
where
δ “ pδ1, δ2q :“ p2´κ1j , 2´κ2jq.
Note that we can take |δ| ! 1. The amplitude apx, δq ě 0 is a smooth function of px, δq supported
where
x1 „ 1 „ |x2|.
We may additionally assume |x2´x21ψp0q| ! 1 due to ρ1, and by compactness we may in fact reduce
ourselves to assuming |px1, x2q ´ pv01, v02q| ! 1 for some pv01, v02q P R2 with v01 „ 1.
The following step is to again apply the Littlewood-Paley theorem, but this time in the x3
direction (again, for the mixed norm Littlewood-Paley theory see [19]), and reduce the Fourier
restriction problem for νj to the Fourier restriction for the measures
xνδ,l, fy “
ż
fpx, φpx, δqqχ1p2klφpx, δqq apx, δqdx,
i.e., we need to prove
}F f}L2pdνδ,lq À }f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, f P SpR
3q,
uniformly in l and δ, where l " 1 and |δ| ! 1.
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Finally, we perform a change of coordinates and a rescaling. Namely, after substituting px1, x2q ÞÑ
px1, 2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1qq we get
xνδ,l, fy “ 2´l
ż
fpx1, 2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1q, 2´klφapx, δ, lqq apx, δ, lq dx,
where
apx, δ, lq– χ1pφapx, δ, lqq apx1, 2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1q, δq,
φapx, δ, lq :“ xk2rpδ1x1, δ2p2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1qqq.
Note that apx, δ, lq is again supported in a domain where x1 „ 1 „ |x2|. Rescaling we obtain that
the Fourier restriction estimate for νδ,l is equivalent to the estimate
}F f}L2pdν˜δ,lq À }f}Lp3x3 pLp1px1,x2qq, f P SpR
3q,
for the measure
xν˜δ,l, fy “
ż
fpx1, 2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1q, φapx, δ, lqq apx, δ, lq dx. (5.10)
As mentioned, since this measure is of the same form as (4.21), we are interested in proving the
stronger estimate
}F f}L2pdν˜δ,lq À }f}Lp˜3x3 pLp˜1px1,x2qq
, f P SpR3q,
where ´ 1
p˜11
,
1
p˜13
¯
–
´1
6
,
1
3
¯
.
Note that we automatically have the estimate for´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
6
, 0
¯
by a classical result of Zygmund [28], since x1 ÞÑ px1, 2´lx2 ` x21ψpδ1x1qq is a curve with curvature
bounded from below uniformly in |x2| „ 1, 2´l ! 1, and δ1 ! 1.
5.3 Fourier restriction for the non-adapted case: spectral decomposition
We begin by performing a spectral decomposition of the measure ν˜δ,l. For pλ1, λ2, λ3q dyadic num-
bers with λi ě 1, i “ 1, 2, 3, we consider localized measures νλl defined through
xνλl pξq “χ1´ ξ1λ1
¯
χ1
´ ξ2
λ2
¯
χ1
´ ξ3
λ3
¯
ˆ
ż
e´iΦpx,δ,l,ξq apx, δ, lqχ1px1qχ1px2q dx,
(5.11)
where the phase function is
Φpx, δ, l, ξq :“ ξ3φapx, δ, lq ` 2´lξ2x2 ` ξ2x21ψpδ1x1q ` ξ1x1. (5.12)
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By an abuse of notation, above whenever λi “ 1, we consider the cutoff function χ1pξi{λiq to be
actually χ0pξ1{λ1q, i.e., it localizes so that |ξi| À 1.
Let us introduce the convolution operators T˜δ,lf :“ f ˚ p˜νδ,l and T λl f :“ f ˚xνλl . Then we need to
show
}T˜δ,l}Lp˜ÑLp˜1 À 1,
since T˜δ,l is the “R˚R” operator, i.e., one has T˜δl “ pR˜δ,lq˚R˜δ,l if R˜δ,l denotes the Fourier restriction
operator with respect to the surface measure ν˜δ,l. Therefore, the boundedness of T˜δ,l is equivalent
to the boundedness of R˜δ,l by Hölder’s inequality.
Our first step shall be to reduce the problem to the case when λ2 ! 2l. In order to achieve this
we split the Fourier transform of ν˜δ,l asp˜νδ,l “ p1´ χ0p2´lξ2qqp˜νδ,l ` χ0p2´lξ2qp˜νδ,l, (5.13)
where we assume that χ0 is supported in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin, and we
denote the respective operators for the respective terms by TI and TII .
For the first term in (5.13) and its operator TI one uses Lemma 4.2 above, though with a slight
modification. First, since on the support of p1 ´ χ0p2´lξ2qqp˜νδ,l we have |ξ2| Á 2l, one can easily
show by using (5.12) that now
|p1´ χ0p2´lξ2qqp˜νδ,l| À 2´l{2p1` |ξ3|q´1,
as the “worst case” is when |ξ1| „ |ξ2| and |ξ3| „ |2´lξ2|, in which case we use stationary phase
in both x1 and x2 (and in other cases we get a better decay by integrating by parts). In order to
obtain the Plancherel estimate L1pR;L2pR2qq Ñ L8pR;L2pR2qq in Lemma 4.2 for TI it suffices to
prove it for TII and T˜δ,l (formally, one needs to actually consider the L2pR2q Ñ L2pR2q estimate
for a fixed ξ3). For the operator T˜δ,l we get the bound 2l in the same way as in Lemma 4.2. The
main fact to notice is that in (5.10) the Jacobian of px1, x2q ÞÑ px1, 2´lx2`x21ψpδ1x1qq is of size 2´l.
One now gets the same estimate automatically for TII since the L1 norm of the Fourier transform
of the cutoff function χ0p2´lξ2q is of size „ 1. The estimate Lp˜ Ñ Lp˜1 estimate for TI follows with
constant of size „ 1 “ p2´l{2q2{3p2lq1{3.
For the operator TII we shall use the spectral decomposition (5.11) where we may now assume
λ2 ! 2l. Recall that for an operator of the form Tf “ f ˚ pg the A1 constant from (5.8) is bounded
by the L8 norm of pg, and the A2 constant is bounded by the L8 norm of g. If we now furthermore
have that pg has its support in the ξ3 coordinate localized at |ξ3| À λ3, then by [22, Lemma 3.9] we
have the estimate
}T }LpÑLp1 À A1λ1{23 , for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´
0,
1
4
¯
,
and so by interpolation we get
}T }Lp˜ÑLp˜1 À A2{31 A1{32 λ1{33 . (5.14)
The inverse Fourier transform of (5.11) is
νλl pxq “ λ1λ2λ3
ż qχ1pλ1px1 ´ y1qq qχ1pλ2px2 ´ 2´ly2 ´ y21ψpδ1y1qqq
ˆ qχ1pλ3px3 ´ φapy, δ, lqqq apy, δ, lqχ1py1qχ1py2qdy. (5.15)
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One can consider either the substitution pz1, z2q “ pλ1y1, λ22´ly2q, or the substitution pz1, z2q “
pλ1y1, λ3φapy, δ, lqq (in order to carry this out one needs to consider the cases y2 „ 1 and y2 „ ´1
separately), and get
}νλj }L8 À mint2lλ3, λ2u.
But now since λ2 ! 2l we may take A2 :“ λ2.
It remains to calculate the L8 bound for the xνλl function. This we can do by estimating the
oscillatory integral in (5.11). As the calculations for the oscillatory integral in this case are almost
identical to the ones in [22, Subsection 5.5], we shall only briefly explain the case when λ1 „ λ2,
2´lλ2 ! λ3 ! λ2, corresponding to Case 6 in [22, Subsection 5.5]. In all the other cases one gets
that one can sum absolutely in the operator norm the operator pieces T λl .
Let us remark that since λ2 ! 2l, the case when λ1 „ λ2, 2´lλ2 „ λ3, corresponding to Case 4
in [22, Subsection 5.5], does not appear anymore. This is critical since in this case one would not
have absolute summability, nor would the complex interpolation method developed in [15] work.
This is the reason why we needed to consider TI and TII separately.
Case λ1 „ λ2 and 2´lλ2 ! λ3 ! λ2. As was obtained in [22, Subsection 5.5], we have
}xνλl }L8 À λ´1{21 λ´N3 (5.16)
for any N ą 0, that is, we have A1 “ λ´1{21 λ´N3 , and recall that A2 “ λ2, Therefore (5.14) gives
}T λl }Lp˜ÑLp˜1 À λ´N3 .
In order to be able to sum in λ1 „ λ2 we need to use the complex interpolation method from [15].
For a fixed λ3 and ζ a complex number we define the measure µλ3ζ by
µλ3ζ – γpζq
ÿ
λ1,λ2
λ
p1´3ζq{2
1 ν
λ
l ,
where the sum is over λ3 ! λ2 ! 2l and λ1 „ λ2, and where γpζq “ 2´3pζ´1q{2 ´ 1. We denote
the associated convolution operator by T λ3ζ and we recover with ζ “ 1{3 the operator we want to
estimate.
By a complex interpolation argument it suffices to show that
}T λ3it }LpÑLp1 À λ´N3 , for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´
0,
1
4
¯
,
}T λ31`it}LpÑLp1 À 1, for
´ 1
p11
,
1
p13
¯
“
´1
2
,
1
2
¯
.
for some N ą 0, with constants uniform in t P R. The first estimate follows directly from the fact
that xνλl have essentially disjoint supports with respect to λ and the estimate (5.16) (see Lemma
3.8, (i), in [22]), and for the other bound we need to estimate the L8 norm of the corresponding
sum of the expressions (5.15). The proof is the same as in [22, Subsection 5.5, Case 6], up to the
formal difference in the function φa which here behaves like yk2 , and there like y22. Since the domain
of integration in (5.15) is |y2| „ 1, this is not essential. This finishes (the sketch of) the proof of the
Fourier restriction for the non-adapted case, and also the proof of Theorem 1.2.
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Appendix A Application of the Christ-Kiselev lemma
Recall that we consider the nonhomogeneous initial problem#
pBt ´ iφpDqqupx, tq “ F px, tq, px, tq P R2 ˆ p0,8q,
upx, 0q “ Gpxq, x P R2,
for F P SpR3q, G P SpR2q, where φ, W, and pp1, p3q P p1, 2q2 are either as in Theorem 1.1 or
Theorem 1.2, and where we additionally assume ρ P t0, 1u. Note that according to Remark 2.3 the
weight W is locally integrable in R2. The formula for the solution of the above equation is obtained
through the Duhamel principle:
upx, tq “ peiφpDqtGqpxq `
ż t
0
peiφpDqpt´sqF p¨, sqqpx, sqds. (A.1)
Note that u P C8pR2 ˆ Rq.
We consider the following two surface measures (the second defined as in (1.3)):
xµφ, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx1, x2, φpx1, x2qqdx,
xµ, fy “
ż
R2zt0u
fpx1, x2, φpx1, x2qqWpx1, x2q dx,
and we assume that the Fourier restriction estimate (1.2) for µ holds true for pp1, p3q P p1, 2q2. One
can easily check that
peiφpDqtGqpxq “ F -1ppF Gqdµφqpx, tq “ F -1pW´1pF Gqdµqpx, tq,
and so this is precisely the Fourier extension operator of µ applied to the function W´1F G. We
can therefore bound the Lp
1
3
t pLp
1
1
px1,x2qq norm of this expression by the L2pdµq norm of W´1F G.
It remains to estimate the Lp
1
3
t pLp
1
1
px1,x2qq norm of the second term in (A.1). It turns out that the
operator associated to this second term is closely related to the operator f ÞÑ f ˚ F -1 µ (which we
know is bounded from Lp3t pLp1px1,x2qq to L
p13
t pLp
1
1
px1,x2qq since this is the corresponding R˚R operator).
Namely, one can check thatż 8
0
peiφpDqpt´sqF p¨, sqqpx, sqds “
´
pF χp0,8qpsqq ˚ pF -1 µφq
¯
px, tq,
and therefore it remains to pass from µφ to µ and to pass from integrating over p0,8q in s to
integrating over p0, tq in s.
In order to do this, our first step is to use the Littlewood-Paley theorem in the x-direction so
that our problem is reduced to proving the boundedness of the operatorż t
0
peiφpDqpt´sq ηjpDqF p¨, sqqpx, sqds (A.2)
where pηjqjPZ, ηj “ η ˝ δ2´j , constitutes a partition of unity in R2zt0u (as in (2.1) in Subsection 2.1)
respecting the α-mixed homogeneous dilation δ2´j defined in (1.1). By unwinding the definition
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of the operator in (A.2) and inserting the W factor, one obtains the expression (up to a universal
constant) ż t
0
ż
R2
˜ż
R2
eipx´yq¨ξ`ipt´sqφpξqηjpξqWpξqdξ
¸
FW´1py, sqdyds, (A.3)
where FW´1 “ F -1px1,x2qpW´1F px1,x2q F q. The expression within the brackets defines a convolution
kernelKjpt´s;x´yq whose associated operator Tjpt´sq in the x variable is a bounded mapping from
LqpR2q to Lq1pR2q for any q P r1, 2s (since the integrand in the brackets is an L8c pR2q function). Using
the dominated convergence theorem one can get strong continuity of the operator valued function
Tj : R Ñ LpLqpR2q;Lq1pR2qq (which in turn, by the uniform boundedness principle, implies joint
continuity Tj : Rˆ LqpR2q Ñ Lq1pR2q).
We may now apply the Christ-Kiselev lemma (for a proof of this variant see e.g. [25, Chapter
IV, Lemma 2.1]):
Lemma A.1. Let Y and Z be separable Banach spaces and let K : R Ñ LpY,Zq be a continuous
function from the real numbers to the space of bounded linear mappings Y Ñ Z equipped with the
strong operator topology. If the operator defined by
pTfqptq :“
ż
R
Kpt´ sqfpsqds
is a bounded mapping from LqpR, Y q to Lq1pR, Zq for some q P p1, 2q, then the operator defined by
pWfqptq :“
ż t
´8
Kpt´ sqfpsqds
is also a bounded mapping from LqpR, Y q to Lq1pR, Zq, and in particular
}W }LqpR,Y qÑLq1 pR,Zq Àq }T }LqpR,Y qÑLq1 pR,Zq.
Then we get that the Lp3t pLp1px1,x2qq Ñ L
p13
t pLp
1
1
px1,x2qq boundedness of the operator in (A.3) (acting
on FW´1) is implied by the L
p3
t pLp1px1,x2qq Ñ L
p13
t pLp
1
1
px1,x2qq boundedness of the operatorż 8
0
ż
R2
˜ż
R2
eipx´yq¨ξ`ipt´sqφpξqηjpξqWpξqdξ
¸
FW´1py, sqdyds
“
´
pFW´1 χp0,8qpsqq ˚ pF -1 µjq
¯
px, tq,
with essentially the same operator constant bound (up to a multiplicative factor which depends
only on p3 P p1, 2q). Here µj is the localized measure defined in the same way as in (2.2), and recall
that this convolution operator is bounded (uniformly in j). This finishes the proof of Corollary 1.5.
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